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ABSTRACT
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by
Richard Louis Burger
Master of Arts in Mass Communication

This fictionalized history is the screenplay for a
feature length motion

picture~

The setting for the story

is St. Cecilia Parish in Detroit, the year prior to and
the week of the riot of 1967.
Fr. Ray Ellis has been appointed pastor to succeed
Monsignor Hebert, an old man overcome by the social and
religious changes of the 1960's.

The new pastor initiates

a liturgical renewal, aided by Morgan Grant, and a community revitalization sparked by his own warmth and
sensitivity.
Conservatives, led by J.B. Fisher, discontinue their
contributions.

The ensuing financial crisis causes the

parish to .close its high school, generating both black and
white displeasure.
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Within the community, a black Muslim leader, Malachi X,

brands Ellis as a zealous white missionary come to save the
heathen blacks.

He himself preaches a volatile brand of

social revolution.
Over the objections of his bishop, Ellis covers the
ceiling of the church with a mural of a black Christ and
heroes of the American black movement, such as Malcolm X.
He strives to provide black ownership of the businesses of
the community, but in this he is greatly hampered by Fisher.
Criticism grows and the bishop advises that he resign.
He has this on his mind when the riot breaks out.

Ellis

becomes involved in a protective look-out operation from
the church tower.

Suspected of being a sniper, he becomes

the target in a police shooting gallery, and in the melee
Grant is arrested.
Fisher charges that the priest's presence in the
community has been inflammatory to riot.

Uncertain of him-

self, Ellis tours the area, torn by days of burning and
looting.

The situation is discouraging, and Ellis has to

draw upon the full measure of his Faith, in God and in his
fellowman.

He writes a letter of resignation, but condi-

tions it upon the appointment of a black priest to replace
him.

Until that happens, he pledges to his people his

continued service as their pastor.
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TIME AND PLACE
The time and place of the story is Detroit, Michigan
the year prior to and the week of the riot of 1967. The
climax of the story takes place within the context of this
riot, the greatest civil disturbance yet to occur in the
United States. However,the story is not a story of riot
but the efforts of a priest to redefine and revitalize
his church amidst the social and ecclesiastical upheavals
of the sixties.
The story is fictionalized history. Fictional because
no attempt was made to chronicle any one person's life.
History because every attempt was made to present accurately details of the Detroit Riot, and more importantly, the
climate within the black inner-city church of the 1960's.
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FADE IN
INT.

ST. CECILIA'S CHURCH

NIGHT

The church is a magnificent structure of traditional rather
than modern architecture~ strong and mysterious and rich.
MONSIGNOR HEBERT~ dressed in a black cassock with red trim,
kneels in prayer before the altar. This frail Irishman,
70 years old, kneels stiff and erect. The growing darkness
is pierced by the sanctuary lamp and the rows of votive
lights before the side altars. After establishing the
church, CAMERA ZOOMS IN slowly on the praying figure,
DISSOLVE TO
STAINED GLASS WINDOW
CAMERA PANS DOWN slowly one of the large stained glass windows and HOLDS ON the figure of Jesus praying in the Garden
of Olives, and the inscription on the glass: In Memory of
Teresa Wilcox Fisher.
INT.

CARDINAL CONWAY'S OFFICE

NIGHT

The feel of the room is richness and permanence, the furnishings large and heavy. Old books in tattered leather
bindings fill many of the shelves. On one wall hangs a
life-size oil painting of the first bishop of Detroit. On
another wall is a smaller painting of Pope Paul VI.
Pacing
behind the desk is CARDINAL CONWAY, a stout Irishman of 55
years whose size and weathered ruddy face seem more suited
to the dock than the church. He carries clear signs of his
episcopal rank: a small patch of red under his clerical collar~ a golden chain draped lightly across his chest, and a
large ring with oversized stone on his right index finger,
His deep voice he uses as though he were always talking to
a crowd, always speaking with authority. With him is
FATHER RAY ELLIS~ 42~ a fairly short man of moderate build
with sturdy good looks.
His most striking feature is his
eyes which can neither hide his sorrows nor contain his
joys. He is seated before the desk and is wearing a black
suit and clerical collar.
CONWAY
•.. the appointment is effective
next Sunday.
ELLIS
The parish is on the decline .. ,
what are the facts?
Conway moves to his desk and looks down at an open file.
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CONWAY
It has one of the most expensive
parish plants in Detroit .•. the
works: church, rectory, convent,
grade school, high school,
gymnasium.
In the past five years
membership has dropped from 1200
families to barely 400 ... there
are still some good people there.
CU CONWAY
CONWAY
(continuing)
Halt the exodus ... bring in the
·immigration. That's your joy
in a nutshell.
CU ELLIS
ELLIS
And Monsignor?
BACK TO SCENE
CON1tlAY
He's to remain ... pastor emeritus.
(begins pacing)
He'll be able to help you get
acquainted .. ,say one of the
Sunday Masses ...
CU ELLIS
ELLIS
And temper my enthusiasm?
TWO SHOT
Conway stops pacing, looks at Ellis and LAUGHS.
CONWAY
Monsignor has a good head for
figures ... and should be an
asset to you. What was I to
do? He's been there over 30
years.
ELLIS
And it would be cruel to kick
him out ... I guess he's part of
the challenge.
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EXT.

ST. CECILIA'S CHURCH

NIGHT

CAMERA HOLDS ON front door and the stone engraving above it,
St. Cecilia's Church, then TRUCKS to passageway connecting
church and rectory. Monsignor is in the passage, closing
windows as he goes.
CAMERA continues to TRUCK to front door
of rectory. Waiting there are J, B. FISHER, ED ROBERTS, and
CHRIS LEWIS. Fisher is white, 65 years old, and has deep
lines in his face to tell each year, The other two men
are also white and of the same approximate age. They wear
expensive suits.
CAMERA HOLDS ON the front door as Monsignor opens it and lets them in. GREETINGS are HEARD but
NOTHING DISTINCTLY. After the door is closed, CAMERA PULLS
BACK to include two or three houses adjacent to the rectory,
On each of the porches and steps, black residents of the
homes converted into apartments sit and visit in the cool
Fall evening.
In the street, two men play catch with baseball and gloves.
Now we HEAR the NOISE which is present
in the neighborhood.
CAMERA HOLDS for a few moments.
VOICES OF BLACK RESIDENTS (ad lib)
Lola! ... Lola! ... come on over.
Sonny get back on the porch,
Hey man, what time you gain'?
Leavin' 'bout ten minutes,
INT.

RECTORY PARLOR

NIGHT

A card table has been set up in the middle of the room,
which is expensively furnished but is now showing signs of
age.
In the b.g. the parlor enters into a dining room
where the table has been laid out with materials to mix
drinks and a tray of hors d'oeuvres as well as nuts and
chips. The three visitors and Monsignor have completed
serving themselves at the table and move to the card table,
talking as they do.
Roberts is next to Monsignor,
ROBERTS
... so whose coming?
MONSIGNOR
Haven't heard a word.,.I'll
have to give the Cardinal
another call in the morning.
LEWIS
It won't be the same.
By this time they have reached the card table and sat down.
They open two decks of cards and without a word of explanation they draw for partners, indicating by gestures who are
to be matched, and then two persons changing places at the
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table so that partners are opposite one another. Monsignor
and Fisher are opponents in the first game of Gin. Lewis
pulls a cigar from his pocket, unwraps it, and lights up.
The conversation continues through this initial maneuvering
and dealing.
FISHER
You know Janie's coming home
next week ... to make arrangements
for her wedding.
(to Monsignor)
Monsignor, I wish that you would
be handling the service.
MONSIGNOR
I'm sure to have enough
influence with the new pastor
to get your daughter married .
..• How time flies ... seems like
only yesterday I baptized her.
CU FISHER
FISHER
Been away five years.
Fisher reacts to his own words with a few moments of sadness,
then brightening.
BACK TO SCENE
FISHER
(continuing)
... Are you gonna talk or play
cards?
INT.

ST. CECILIA'S CHURCH

NIGHT

FULL SHOT
Ellis is kneeling in the sanctuary vested in cassock and
surplice. Monsignor is saying the Mass. He is wearing ornate Roman style vestments. He arranges the chalice in the
center of the altar and descends the steps where he begins
Mass. Two SERVERS, in cassock and surplice, are on either
side of him.
They are white, 10-12 years old. The church
is about one-third full and the congregation, equal parts
white and black, is scattered throughout the large structure.
TWO SHOT

MONSIGNOR AND SERVER
MONSIGNOR
In nomine Patris et Filii et
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MONSIGNOR(cont.)
Spiritus Sancti.
(In the name of the Father and of
the Son and of the Holy Spirit.)
SERVERS
Amen.
MONSIGNOR
Introibo ad altare Dei.
(I will go to the altar of God,)
SERVERS
Ad Deum qui laetificat juventutem
meam.
(To God who gives joy to my youth.)
As Monsignor continues, his words are lost in the SOUND of
the CHOIR, beginning a Gregorian Chant 11 Kyrie",
ANGLE ON CONGREGATION
People are kneeling and following the service with a Missal.
DISSOLVE TO
MONSIGNOR AT ALTAR
He genuflects, picks up the consecrated communion bread,
and holds it over his head, holds it there a moment and
then replaces it on the altar and genuflects. The servers
raise the end of his vestment as the priest performs the
raising motion.
A CHIME is HEARD as this action is carried
out.
MONSIGNOR
Hoc est enim Corpus Meum.
(This is my body.)
ANGLE ON CONGREGATION
Several members of the congregation are. in rapt attention.
Fisher strikes his breast with a closed right fist.
DISSOLVE TO
THE COMMUNION RAIL
Monsignor is distributing Communion at the rail. He moves
very rapidly down the line so that the words are all slurred
except for the first few syllables, and the sign of the
cross he makes with the Commu~ion bread before each person
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is very clipped. The CHOIR is SINGING "Panis Angelicus".
CAMERA TRUCKS behind the communicants and facing Monsignor
as he moves along the rail.
MONSIGNOR
(repeated for each communicant)
Corpus Domini nostri Jesus Christi
custodiat animam tuam in vitam
aeternam.
(May the Body of Our Lord Jesus
Christ protect you unto life
everlasting.)
COMMUNICANT
Amen
DISSOLVE TO
THE FRONT DOOR
Ellis is greeting people as they leave. The newer black
parishoners tend to side step the greeting and hurry out
the door.
The white parishoners are more evident and warm
in their WELCOMES which we HEAR again and again. Ellis
very warmly receives each greeting and reaches out deliberately to those attempting to bypass him. Fisher moves
toward Ellis.
TWO SHOT

FISHER AND ELLIS
FISHER
Welcome to the parish, Father,
(shakes his hand)
Do half as good as the Monsignor
and we'll all be proud of you.
ELLIS
... Thanks ... that's something to
keep in mind.

INT.

RECTORY DINING ROOM

DAY

Monsignor is seated for breakfast reading the newspaper.
He is wearing a long-sleeved French-cuffed shirt without
a collar. MRS. McGUIRE, the housekeeper, brings in his
breakfast and sets it before him: English muffin, tea, and
one egg.
She is white, Irish, 60 years old. He puts aside
the paper with a look of disgust.
MONSIGNOR
If they locked up H. Rap Brown
and a few more like him, the negro
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MONSIGNOR(cont,)
problem would be solved ...
Ellis walks in~ interrupting this observation, and greets
them both. He is wearing black pants, black clerical shirt
with short sleeves.
ELLIS
Good morning, Monsignor.
How are you today, Alice?
MONSIGNOR
Good morning, Father.
MRS. McGUIRE
Fine, thanks, Father. What would
you like for breakfast?
Ellis sits down and intently looks over Monsignor's breakfast.
MONSIGNOR
She's the best cook in the
diocese ... ben with me twenty
years.
Look at this egg ...
perfect. Just cooked enough
that the white is not runny but
not so much that the yellow is
too solid.
ELLIS
With such good care, it's no
wonder that you've been so
healthy.
He slaps Monsignor gently on the back and then turns to
Alice.
ELLIS
(continuing)
I'll have orange juice, toast,
and ... one perfect egg. Thanks.
The housekeeper EXITS FRAME.

Monsignor begins to eat.

TWO SHOT
ELLIS
(continuing)
I'm going to tour the parish today.
MONSIGNOR
Good idea ... there's not enough of
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MONSIGNOR(cont.)
parish visitation anymore ... I'll
show you the card file in the
office. All the information you'll
want for every parishoner registered.
And they're kept up to date ...
Sunday's contributions are entered
Monday morning.
He pauses to take a bite and then reminisces.
MONSIGNOR
(continuing)
Five years ago this parish had
$200,000 in the bank ... that's
shrunk to $25,000. Things have
pretty much stabilized now, and
we just about break even each
week.
ELLIS
I'll let you show me the card file
another day. Today I just want to
get a feel of the land.
CU

MONSIGNOR
MONSIGNOR
Don't stay out too late or the
land will get a feel of you.
It's amazing how these people can
be so peaceful twelve hours of
the day ... sun goes down and you'd
think you were in another world ...
it wasn't always like that, this
used to be one of the nicest parts
of Detroit ... now everything from
mugging to murder.

EXT.

CHURCH GROUNDS

DAY

Ellis leaves the rectory and starts across the church property. Adjacent to the church is a long two story structure
which is the school, twelve grades. About 100 youngsters
ages 6-9, an equal proportion of white and black, are out
playing. Several nuns are supervising them. The children
are in school uniforms and the nuns wear the old habit of
the Immaculate Heart Sisters of Detroit. As he passes
through GOOD MORNING, FATHER ECHOES over the school yard.
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MEDIUM SHOT

ELLIS

CAMERA TRUCKS with Ellis.

SR. BRIDGET is SEEN.

SR. BRIDGET
Welcome to St. Cecilia, Father.
CAMERA-HOLDS in TWO SHOT as Ellis comes to a stop.
ELLIS
(gesturing to playground)
Quite a welcome committee!
SR. BRIDGET
I'm Sr. Bridget.
(shakes his hand)
Third and Fourth Grades.
ELLIS
I'm happy to have you here.
How's the school?
SR. BRIDGET
Plenty of roorn ... but supplies are
always low. At times I'd be willing
to kill for an extra piece of chalk.
It's the high school with the
real problems.
As she finishes, a SCHOOL BELL RINGS, and she looks in the
direction of the school.
FULL SHOT
With the SOUND of the BELL, all the children have stopped
playing instantly and formed several lines silently and
quickly.
At the direction of one of the nuns, each line
moves into the school building. Ellis watches for a moment
and then continues across the grounds.
EXT.
The
has
and
AGE
and

APARTMENT BUILDING

DAY

building was once an upper middle class residence, but
been converted into an apartment building.
In the yard
building there are signs of neglect.
THREE PRE-SCHOOL
CHILDREN are playing in the yard. Ellis ENTERS FRAME,
greemthe children who stop playing to watch him.
ELLIS
Hi ... anybody horne?
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Ellis walks to the door and KNOCKS. There is no answer, so
he KNOCKS again.
One of the children yells to him.
CHILD
Go on in.
ELLIS
What?
CHILD
Go on in.
The child rushes to the door and pushes it open to reveal
not a home but an apartment building. Ellis looks in.
ELLIS
Oh ... thanks.
INT.

APARTMENT BUILDING HALL

DAY

Ellis enters the hall from which four apartments have doors.
He KNOCKS at the first door.
ANOTHER ANGLE

ELLIS AT DOOR

A woman's voice is heard through the door.
BLACK WOMAN(o.s.)
Who is it?
ELLIS
Fr. Ellis.
BLACK WOMAN(o.s.)
Who?
ELLIS
(loud)
I'm the priest from St. Cecilia's
Church.
BLACK WOMAN(o.s.)
I don't go to church there.
ELLIS
That's okay. I'm visiting my
neighbors. (pause) Hello? ...
Are you there?
Ellis waits a few moments and then moves on.
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INT.

ANOTHER APARTMENT HALL

DAY

ELLIS AT DOOR
Ellis pushes the buzzer. He angles his ear toward the door
and pushes the buzzer again.
After a moment, he KNOCKS.
A BLACK TEENAGER, aged 13, opens the door.
ELLIS
Hi ... I'm Fr. Ray Ellis from the
church down the street. I'm
visiting my neighbors, to get
acquainted.
Through the partially opened door can be SEEN other black
teenagers, from whom there is some LAUGHTER.
TEENAGER
My mother's at work.
ELLIS
Maybe you and I could visit
for a few minutes.
TEENAGER
Well ... uh, I'm kinda busy
right now.
Could you come back
some other time?
ELLIS
Sure ... goodbye.
The boy closes the door.
INT.

GRANT LIVING ROOM

NIGHT

The apartment is small but clean and moderately well furnished. MORGAN GRANT is sitting alone, watching a baseball
game on TV, which is AUDIBLE. He is black, 35, with an
outgoing and happy disposition. There is a KNOCK at the
door. He rises, turns down the volume on the TV and yells
to his wife(o.s.).
MORGAN
I'll get it.
ANGLE ON DOOR
Morgan opens the door.

Ellis is standing in the hall.

MORGAN
Hi, what can I do for you?

p •
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ELLIS
I'm Fr. Ellis from St. Cecilia's
Church ... just introducing myself
to my neighbors.
MORGAN
that might catch on ...
Come on in ..

Hey~

ANOTHER ANGLE
As Ellis steps inside the apartment, LOIS GRANT ENTERS FRAME
carrying her two year old son, MORGAN JR. She is a nice
looking black woman in her late twenties. The smile first
seen on her face vanishes, and her reception of Ellis is
cool.
MORGAN
This is my wife, Lois ... and
this champion piece of beef
is my son, Junior ... Oh, almost
forgot, I'm Morgan ... Grant.
(turns to Lois)
Fr. Ellis is new at the palace
down the street, just checking
over things.
LOIS
Well ... uh, we're not members.
ELLIS
That's okay ... we're neighbors.
MORGAN
I've got to go to work in a few
minutes, but we can be neighborly
until then.
C'mon, have a seat.
ANOTHER ANGLE
Morgan gestures toward a chair, from which he removes a toy
and some newspapers, so that Ellis can sit down. Morgan and
Lois sit on the sofa opposite him.
MORGAN
We're fairly new ourselves.
(to Lois)
How long have we lived here now?
LOIS
About six months.
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MORGAN
(to Ellis)
Anyway, we're uptown niggers
compared to our apartment on
Twelfth ... rats ...
Morgan raises his hands in disgust.
ELLIS
Where do you work?
MORGAN
Don't bring up that subject.
This jewel here (indicates
Lois) is the breadwinner now ...
I'm the babysitter ... laid off
at B.O.P. two months ago.
I make
a few bucks as a singer at a local
bar.
In the course of the conversation, Morgan Jr. has cautiously made his way over to where Ellis is sitting and begins
stroking Ellis' hand.
TWO SHOT

ELLIS AND MORGAN JR.

When Ellis turns to look, all three become conscious of the
action and begin to LAUGH. This startles the baby and he
pulls his hand away.
BACK TO PREVIOUS SHOT
MORGAN
(continuing)
He's a real explorer ... you're
probably the first white person
he's ever seen ... or at least
been close enough to touch ...
Say, how about something to
drink?
ELLIS
A glass of water would be fine.
LOIS
How about some iced tea?
ELLIS
That would be even better.
LOIS
Sugar?
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ELLIS
Just plain.
Lois rises and EXITS FRAME.
CU MORGAN
MORGAN
Lois was raised a Catholic ...
She was married.before and
divorced, but the priest would
not let her marry me ... you've
got your rules. We're happy
so no need to carry hard feelings.
TWO SHOT
ELLIS
You want to talk about it?
MORGAN
... No ... I don't think there's
anythihg we want to change ...
C_MIIERA PULLS BACK as Lois ENTERS FRAME with the tea and
hands it to Ellis. He takes a sip.
ELLIS
Lois, no matter what anyone
says, you make a great glass of
tea.
He sets the glass down and turns to Morgan, Lois returns
to the sofa beside her husband.
ELLIS
(continuing)
Morgan, you're a singer?
MORGAN
I would like to be ...
ELLIS
Ever done any church singing?
MORGAN
Sure ... children's choir in
Alabama, not since then.
ELLIS
I've just had an idea. How would
you like a job leading the singing
at my church·?
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MORGAN
What are you talking about?
ELLIS
Singing.
I've got a dead church.
I need someone to lead some real
singing.

MORGAN
That's not my bag, man ... I don't
even go to church ... any church.
ELLIS
You can sing though, and you've
got life.
It would be Sunday
mornings ... three services.

MORGAN
After working in a bar until
2 A.M. I'm not at my best Sunday
mornings.
ELLIS
The first service would be at
9 A.M ... there would not be much
money in it ... maybe $5 per
service ... about $60 a month.
Morgan is hesitant to say anything.
ELLIS
(continuing)
Think it over, and I'll talk to
you in another week or so ...
well, I won't hold you up any
longer ... I certainly enjoyed the
visit.
Ellis rises to go.

Morgan and Lois follow him to the door.

ANGLE ON DOOR
Morgan opens the door for Ellis.

MORGAN
Thanks for coming by •..
good luck at the church.
Ellis goes out the door and Morgan closes it behind him
then turns with a smile of disbelief on his face.
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EXT.

GRANT'S APARTMENT BUILDING

NIGHT

The building is like the other apartments in the area.
Ellis walks out the front door and continues as far as tne
sidewalk.
The street lights have been turned on and it is
getting dark. He pauses to check his watch, and then turns
and EXITS FRAME RIGHT.
EXT.

LIVERNOIS STREET CORNER

NIGHT

On one corner is a pawn shop which.has been boarded up for
the night.
On another corner is a furniture store, similarly encased in steel fencing. The furniture store bears
large printed signs: No One Refused Credit and LO DOWN PAYMENTS.
Next to the pawn shop is a liquor store-still open.
Ellis comes up the side street and turns on Livernois,
Several black persons are hanging around the street. Mostly
they are young and male and poorly dressed, their hair
straightened or crew-cut. Loud '60's Soul MUSIC is HEARD.
The traffic in the street is light.
ANOTHER ANGLE
CAMERA TRUCKS with Ellis as he moves slowly up the street,
taking in the stores and the people. Next to the liquor
store is a walk-up fast food greasy spoon advertising SOUL
FOOD. This store is the source of the MUSIC. Several more
blacks, all teenagers, hang around outside it, eating and
talking.
EXT.

FARTHER UP LIVERNOIS

NIGHT

Ellis is moving toward the camera. A closed jewelry store
In the b.g. is a closed
and an open bar are in the f.g.
drugstore.
The blacks outside the bar are better dressed
than the others on the street, one man wears a flashy bright
suit, and a girl with him may be a prostitute. The SOUND
No one seems to pay any attention to
from the bar is JAZZ.
Ellis as he passes.
EXT.

AGAIN FARTHER UP LIVERNOIS

NIGHT

The street is QUIETER here. Ellis passes a closed television store advertising E-Z CREDIT, and next to it is a
movie theatre that has been permanetly closed and boarded
up.
Political posters, graffiti, obscene and otherwise,
and various acts of vandalism are apparent. His attention
is caught by something across the street.
CU

ELLIS

He stops and looks across the street.
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EXT.

TEMPLE OF LIBERATION

NIGHT

ELLIS' POV
A church is across the street.
CAMERA DOLLIES IN and HOLDS
on open door.
Then PANS to sig~ Temple of Liberation, which
has been placed over the original name. 'The building had
been a Methodist church, built of red brick about the turn
of the century.
ANOTHER ANGLE
Ellis is at the bottom of the church steps looking at the
sign. He mounts the steps, and as he does so removes the
collar from his shirt.
INT.

TEMPLE OF LIBERATION

NIGHT

The church is full.
The black audience of 200 is held
captive by a literate and powerful preacher, MALACHI X.
He is black, 35, and is wearing a dashiki and sports an
afro. His countenance is stern and his face bears scars
from an unknown past.
The congregation participates in the
sermon with frequent interruptions of AMEN, TELL US BROTHER
and PRAISE ALLAH.
MALACHI X
Allah will strike the tools of
our oppression from the hands of
the white devil, and on that day
the black man must be ready to
forge a new world, pure and black.
Allah will strike the rod of our
illiteracy and ignorance from the
hands of the white devil and on
that day the black man must be
ready to take the reins of leadership and power.
REVERSE ANGLE
Malachi X has his back to the camera. Ellis moves to the
side of the door, seeking to be inconspicuous.
MALACHI X
(continuing)
Allah will strike the bit of our
poverty and unemployment from
the hands of the white devil
and on that day the black man
must be ready to stand with
dignity and pride in his blackness.
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MALACHI X(cont.)
We must no longer accept oppressive
rents from the white devil landlord.
We must no longer accept inferior
education from the white devil
teacher. Today is the day of
liberation.
CU MALACHI X
MALACHI X
(continuing)
We must no longer accept unemployment from the white devil
industries.
Today is the day of our
liberation.
EXT.

TEMPLE OF LIBERATION

NIGHT

ANGLE ON DOOR
Ellis slips back down the stairs, and at the bottom takes
a deep breath and looks about him.
CU

ELLIS

There are beads of sweat which have broken out on his
forehead.
MEDIUM SHOT
Ellis recrosses the street and heads for home.
ANOTHER ANGLE
Leaning against the movie theatre are TWO BLACK MALE YOUTHS,
watching Ellis. He glances in their direction.
CU

ELLIS

ELLIS' POV
The look on the two youths' faces is malevolent.
MEDIUM SHOT
Ellis hurries his pace, and as he passes in front of them,
they move away from the building, in his direction.
CAMERA TRUCKS with Ellis as he further increases his pace
and glances over his shoulder to catch a glimpse of them
in a store window.
CAMERA HOLDS as JERRY GREEN grabs
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Ellis'.arm, bringing him to a stop.
Ellis jumps.

Green is a black man.

GREEN
Hey, Father what's your hurry?
Ellis quickly recovers, and sees he is in no danger from
Green.
TWO SHOT
GREEN
(continuing)
... saw you in church Sunday,
and didn't have a chance to
meet you then. Do you think
you're gonna like St. Cecilia's?
... Oh, excuse me ... I'm Jerry
Green.
ELLIS
Happy to meet you, Jerry.
Ellis is still a little shaken.
GREEN
Hey, you look a little pale .
... could I buy you a drink.
ELLIS
Jerry, lead the way.
MEDIUM SHOT
Green leads Ellis to a small bar on the street.
pauses at the door.
CU

Ellis

ELLIS

He looks down the street.
ELLIS' POV
The street is the same as before. There is no indication
that anyone has been following him. The two black youths
are walking in the opposite direction in the next block.
BACK TO SCENE
Ellis takes a deep breath and enters the bar.
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INT.

GRANT'S LIVING ROOM

DAY

Ellis is wearing a sport shirt. Morgan, Lois, and the
baby are there.
A record player in the b,g. is PLAYING
CHURCH MUSIC ("American Mass Program" recorded by Clarence
Rivers).
MORGAN
That's great stuff!
Where'd a white honkey like
you find it?
Morgan picks up a music sheet and begins to join in the
singing. He has a fine deep voice.
MORGAN
(continuing)
God is love,
And he who abides in love
Abides in God,
And God in him.
As the selection comes to an end, Ellis turns the record
player off. He turns to Morgan.
ELLIS
What do you say?
MORGAN
I'll give it a try.
Morgan raises his hands to "touch skin" with Ellis who is
momentarily confused by the gesture but recovers in time
to receive Morgan's gesture. They both laugh at this
clumsiness.
INT.

CHURCH RECTORY PARLOR

Monsignor is sitting in the parlor.
INT.

DAY
The DOORBELL RINGS.

RECTORY HALLWAY

DAY

Mrs. McGuire opens the door, and makes a quick, if involuntary motion to her nose as she steps back slightly. At the
door is JOHNJ'..J"'Y, a truly colorful character. He is an old
black bum with white whiskers and a heavy coat on despite
the warm weather.
JOHNNY
I'm here to see the Reverend.
MRS. McGUIRE
Uh ... just a minute.
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Mrs. McGuire closes the door.
INT.

RECTORY PARLOR

DAY

Mrs. McGuire ENTERS FRAME and approaches Monsignor.
MRS. McGUIRE
There's a bum at the door ...
and the smell is enough to gag you.
Says he wants to see "the
Reverend~' .
MONSIGNOR
I'll take care of it.
EXT.

RECTORY

DAY

FRONT DOOR
Monsignor opens the door and looks the bum over suspiciously.
MONSIGNOR
What do you want?
JOHNNY
I'm a bit down on my luck,
Reverend.
MONSIGNOR
Do you know where the soup
kitchen is? ... downtown.
JOHNNY
I can't say that I'm familiar
with that establishment.
WIDEN ANGLE TO INCLUDE ELLIS
Ellis ENTERS FRAME, sizes up the situation quickly and so
pretends to know the man.
MONSIGNOR
They'll give you a good meal,
You know where Grand Avenue is?
ELLIS
My good friend.
I see that
Monsignor has been taking care
of you until I arrived.
(to Monsignor)
~Thanks, Monsignor.
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ELLIS(cont.)
(back to Johnny)
Come on into my office and we'll
get this thing settled.
Ellis, with Johnny in tow, walk past Monsignor into the
· house.
INT.

RECTORY HALLWAY

DAY

Ellis directs Johnny into his office.
INT.

ELLIS' OFFICE

DAY

The office is a warm and comfortable place, well furnished
as is the entire house.
In front of Ellis' desk are a
couple of easy chairs. Books line one wall. Ellis closes
the door and gestures Johnny to a chair.
ELLIS
I'm Fr. Ellis.
And your name?
JOHNNY
Friends just call me Johnny.
ELLIS
Johnny it is then.
I do for you?

What can

JOHNNY
I'm in need of a loan, Reverend.
ELLIS
... How about a job?
Let's see ... how about helping
the janitor clean up after
school.
JOHNNY
Well, uh ... that sounds mighty
attractive ... but ... uh, it's
my back ... if you know what
I mean.
ELLIS
Um .. Then how about some lunch?
Mrs. McGuire makes a delicious
ham sandwich.
JOHNNY
Reverend ... if you could see clear
to loan me a couple of dollars ...
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JOHNNY(cont.)
I'll see that you are paid back
... with interest, of course.
ELLIS
... I see.
Ellis pulls out his wallet, and takes out three dollars and
gives them to Johnny.
ELLIS
(continuing)
Is there anything else, Johnny?
JOHNNY
No thanks, Reverend. You have
been a most gracious host.
ANOTHER ANGLE
Ellis and Johnny rise and Ellis opens the office door for
him.
INT.

RECTORY HALLWAY

DAY

Johnny has opened the front door and turns to shake Ellis'
hand before departing. Ellis closes the door and turns
around.
ANGLE WIDENS
Mrs. McGuire has a room deodorant aerosol can and is
spraying the area.
MRS. McGUIRE
Could I talk to you, Father?
ELLIS
Certainly, Alice, come into my
office.
INT.

ELLIS' OFFICE

DAY

Mrs. McGuire enters the office with Ellis behind her. She
continues to spray the deodorant. She is obviously nervous,
and Ellis motions her to a chair and then sits down across
from her.
TWO SHOT
MRS. McGUIRE
It's my sister in Illinois.
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MRS. McGUIRE(cont.)
She wants me to come and live
with her ... and I've decided to go.
Oh?

ELLIS
Is your sister ill?

MRS. McGUIRE
No ... but I've been here a long time
... you have your own ways, and
I'm too old to change.
ELLIS
We will miss you ... Does Monsignor
know of your decision?
Mrs. McGuire shakes her head.
ELLIS
(continuing)
He will be deeply hurt.
CU

MRS. McGUIRE
MRS. McGUIRE
I don't know what to do ...
but sometimes I'm afraid to
sleep in this house anymore,
and the people that you bring in ...

She looks away from him.
TWO SHOT
Ellis rises from his chair and goes to the side of Mrs.
McGuire.
He bends over and puts one arm around her shoulder
and takes her hand in his free hand.
ELLIS
Alice, sometimes I don't know what
to do either, and I'm afraid also.
I can understand how it is
difficult to accept Monsignor's
being replaced and the changes in
the church ... and in this parish.
But I would like you to stay with
me ... and help me with these
challenges.
Mrs. McGuire has started to sob quietly and Ellis pauses.
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ELLIS
(continuing)
I'll put a bolt lock on your
door ... and you'll not have to
answer the front door after
supper ... what do you say?
MRS. McGUIRE
I'll give it a try.
Ellis pats her hand.
ELLIS
Wonderful.
I would hate to lose
the reputation of having the
best cook in the diocese.
They smile together.
INT.

ST. CECILIA'S CHURCH

DAY

FULL SHOT - FROM THE CHOIR LOFT
In the few weeks since Ellis has become pastor, there have
been evident changes in the church: the communion rail has
been removed, the large high altar is no longer being used
but rather a smaller wooden altar, simple like a table,
stands at the front of the sanctuary, close to the people.
The entrance procession of the Mass is in progress. Ellis,
vested in Gothic vestments, processes down the main aisle
toward the altar, preceded by two black servers carrying
lighted candles. Ellis moves slowly and as he walks he
greets people that he knows.
In the pulpit, leading the
singing, is Morgan. The congregation has grown, with more
black faces, and fewer whites. The entire congregation is
singing, with a fair amount of enthusiasm.
·
MORGAN and CONGREGATION
Enter, rejoice, and come in.
Lift up your hearts to the Lord.
Today will be a joyful day.
Enter, rejoice and come in.
We are united as one,
As we lift our hearts to the Lord.
And we will praise Him with our song,
Enter, rejoice, and come in.
MEDIUM SHOT - ELLIS
CAMERA TRUCKS with Ellis as he continues down the aisle.
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VOICE OF MORGAN(o.s.)
Enter, rejoice, and come in.
Lift up your hearts to the Lord
Today will be a joyful day.
Enter, rejoice and come in.
DISSOLVE TO
FRONT DOOR OF CHURCH
Ellis, still in Mass vestments, is saying farewell as
people are leaving. He calls many of the people by their
first names and the people are beginning to talk to one
another. He hugs some of the older women, and people are
responding well.
There is NOISE of people TALKING, but
NOTHING DISTINCTLY.
INT.

RECTORY PARLOR

NIGHT

Ed Roberts, Chris Lewis, J.B. Fisher and Monsignor are
gathered for their weekly card game. They are just
finishing.
As they talk and settle accounts, they finish
off their drinks and snacks. Lewis is figuring the score.
LE\HS
... let me interrupt this
conversation for just a minute.
I'm afraid that Monsignor and
Ed win again ... that's a total
of $2.50.
ROBERTS
Tim Lyons is another one .. .
transferred to Holy Angels .. .
walked out during the sermon here
last Sunday, and told me he's
never corning back.
FISHER
(excited)
I know exactly how he feels.
I used to like corning to
church ... my wife used to say
that this is such an easy
church to pray in ... now it's
impossible ... I go home angry every
Sunday.
LEWIS
The services are sacrilegious ...
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CU

MONSIGNOR
MONSIGNOR
Two or three more of the old
gang have been leaving each week.

· CU

PISHER
FISHER
He's not driving me out.
I was
baptized here, married here, my
wife buried here - one of the
windows is in her memory ·and I'll not be driven out.

GROUP SHOT
MONSIGNOR
He can't operate a church without
money ... the collection is down
$250 a week.
CU

FISHER
FISHER
That may well be the only thing
that'll bring him to his
senses.

INT.

DAY

ELLIS' OFFICE

Seated in the office are Ellis and JANIE FISHER, twentyfive year old daughter of J. B. Fisher. She is nice looking
if not striking, and well poised and groomed, tastefully
and expensively dressed.
CU

JANIE
JANIE
... I'm J.B. 's daughter.

TWO SHOT
ELLIS
Oh> of course.
I did not
connect the names when you
called for an appointment.
How can I help you?
JANIE
Well ... I'm getting married,
1 n
if that's possible.
1-1--.,

_LUU~.l.,
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-·

JANIE(cont.)
That's the date of my parents'
wedding ... here ... forty years
ago.
Is there any problem with
that date?
ELLIS
I would not think so.
check the calendar.

Let me

\viDEN ANGLE
Ellis goes over to his desk and picks up a black appointment book and pages through it.
ELLIS
(continuing)
No 3 nothing listed here.
Let me make a note of it.
Ellis makes the notation and returns to his chair.
TWO SHOT
ELLIS
(continuing)
That's gonna be quite a
celebration ... Janie, do you
live with your father now?
CU

JANIE

There is a hurt expression on her face.
JANIE
No ... I left home after
finishing school. I've been
living in Chicago. That's
where I met Rudy ... my fiance,
and we'll be going back to
Chicago to live after the
wedding.
TWO SHOT
ELLIS
Since your home is Chicago,
we'll have to get permission
from your parish there in order
to have the wedding here.
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JANIE
Well, I wouldn't want my father
to know ... but I really haven't
gone to church since leaving
here.
ELLIS
How long has that been?
JANIE
Five years.
ELLIS
And the wedding in church?
CU

JANIE
JANIE
What father has always wanted.
I'm the only daughter ... I'm
even to wear Mom's wedding
dress.
He hasn't been the same
since her death ... I can't hurt
him about this.
VOICE OF ELLIS(o.s.)
Janie, what is your belief
about God?
JANIE
Well ... I don't really think
about it ... I'm just agnostic
I guess you would say. And
churches are too full of Sunday
christians: all holy on Sunday
and no regard for anything the
rest of the week.

REACTION SHOT - ELLIS
VOICE OF JANIE(o.s.)
Well right now it just doesn't
mean anything to me ... or Rudy.
ELLIS
I hear where you're coming
from.
To me a church should be
a close community of persons ...
who believe in God ... and one
another ... and express that
belief through a visible
com..mi tment to Him ... and to one
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ELLIS(cont.)
another: a struggle together
for good, a common celebration
of birth and marriage and
death ... and that comes in
between.
CU

JANIE
JANIE
I wish I had that feeling about
a church, but I don't. They
are such boring places with
boring people and boring priests ...
(reacts to this last)
Oh, I'm sorry ... no offense,
Father ... Where does that leave
me?

TWO SHOT
ELLIS
Where does it? You do not want
to be a member of the church ...
but you do want to be married
in a church ... I could quote you
church law ... but that's not
what's at issue ... it's you.
CU

JANIE
JANIE
But my father would be so hurt ...
and angry.
VOICE OF ELLIS(o.s.)
Maybe you need some time to think
about it.

TWO SHOT
JANIE
Yes I do ... I'll let you know what
I decide.
Well, I've appreciated
your candor.
Janie rises to leave and Ellis follows her lead.
pauses at the door and turns back to face Ellis.
JANIE
Is Monsignor in? I'd like to say
hello to him before I leave.

She
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INT.

ST. CECILIA CHURCH

NIGHT

A few persons are in church following a weekday service.
Most of the light have been turned out, but there is light
in the sacristy, from where Fisher is HEARD.
VOICE OF FISHER(o.s.)
Damnit, Father.
I send my daughter
down here to make arrangements
for her wedding ... and she comes
home and tells me that she's not
getting married in this church,
or any church.
INT.

CHURCH SACRISTY

Ellis is removing the Mass vestments.
CU

NIGHT
Fisher is there.

FISHER
VOICE OF ELLIS(o.s.)
It's not· easy to accept the
fact that your own flesh and
blood is not what you want her
to be ... and to accept her for
what she is.

CAMERA PULLS BACK until the entire room is seen.
FISHER
What I can accept is that you've
turned her away from the church.
Just like you've turned away all
the people who have left here.
Well I will not be pushed from
my own church ... I'll fight you.
You are a disgrace to the
priesthood.
Fisher turns to leave and pauses at the door, and says
with more calm, but real venom.
FISHER
(continuing)
You'll remember the day you
did this to me.
He goes out the sacristy door.

INT.

RECTORY MEETING ROOM

DAY

FULL SHOT
The Sunday collection is being counted by JOE CURTIS,
BILL JORDAN, AND RALPH WHITE, three black members of the
parish. Ellis walks in. The counters gesture a greeting.
CURTIS
Good morning, Father.
You better sit ~own.
ELLIS
How many more?
CURTIS
Five more today.
Curtis hands Ellis five small white cards.
CU

CARD IN ELLIS' HAND.

The card bears the message: Until St. Cecilia's Church
restores an atmosphere of devotion to its services, I can
no longer-rn conscience-support this-parish with my - --Offering, followed by the signature: Phil Eiger-Family.
INT.

RECTORY PARLOR

DAY

Monsignor is sitting by a window with the curtain pulled
back to let in the light. This is the only illumination.
He is reading the Sunday comics section of the newspaper.
Ellis walks in with the cards.
TWO SHOT
ELLIS
We received five more cards
today.
Monsignor does not look up from the paper.
MONSIGNOR
What is the present deficit?
ELLIS
About $1,000 a week.
Monsignor puts down the paper.
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MONSIGNOR
Fisher's not a bad man, Why
not let me take the wedding,
then you would not have to be
involved at all?
ELLIS
No, that was his daughter's
decision ... and a good one.
Besides, that's not the issue,
just an excuse.
MONSIGNOR
And what is the issue?
ELLIS
The issue is ... whether it's
possible for this parish to
have relevance in the life of
the community.
CU

MONSIGNOR
MONSIGNOR
Relevant ... that's all you hear
anymore. Everything's got to
be relevant. What about the
beautiful quality of fidelity
to Christ's truth and that of
reverence for the sacred ... no,
these are no good today. We
must change with every fad
and be involved in politics
... and demonstrate ...

BACK TO SCENE
Ellis slumps into a chair near Monsignor.
ELLIS
But the parish was dying ...
MONSIGNOR
Dying?
Maybe it's more alive
when people stop coming because
they cannot pray here, stop
contributing because they do not
recognize their Faith here.
Maybe I can't see this clearly
... I'm getting old ... is it wrong
for a man to want to go to the
same church that he has always
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MONSIGNOR(cont;)
known ... to die in the same Faith
that he was born with.
BACK TO SCENE
ELLIS
If that were all, I could make
concessions ... if people only
wanted to die in the same Faith
they were born with, but it's
more than that.
It's a question
of people ... dead people wanting
to bury the church with them.
CU ELLIS
ELLIS
(continuing)
That's the issue, and that's
the reason there is no going
back.
BACK TO SCENE
There is a tense silence,
newspaper.

then Monsignor picks up the

MONSIGNOR
Go, and let me read my paper.
INT.

JEFFERSON HIGH PRINCIPAL'S OFFICE

DAY

The office is a small fairly untidy place with the principal's desk heaped with papers, books, and school records.
The principal, LAWRENCE MATTHEWS, is standing at the window behind his desk. He is black, 38, a big man with a
pot belly stomach and a crew-cut. His manner is one of
strength rather than grace. He has a cigarette in his
mouth which he tries to smoke while talking. With him are
Ellis, Jordan, and WILMA SCOTT, a white parishoner, All
are looking out the window.
MATTHEWS
Most of our gym classes are held
outside ... almost all kinds of
weather ... the building is
overcrowded, what more can I say.
But a hundred more will not be
noticed among the 5,000 we

@

'
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THEIR POV
EXT.

HIGH SCHOOL GROUNDS

DAY

Framed by the window is a quadrangle formed by the school
building which shows wear and abuse. About 100 black
sophomores are engaged in a physical education class,
superv~sed by two coach-teachers.
It is early winter.
('h' "F iVT II 'T'fT'TtiTFi~TC! ( 0
s )
\ TOT
..L....,.LJ
We don't have the problems of
Franklin ... if you know what I
mean~ .. yet this is no picnic,
either. Tension can get very
high, and there is an
explosion from time to time,
\..1

~:hJ.....!...l

.LJ'I'itJ\

•.

~

BACK TO PREVIOUS SHOT
MATTHEWS
(continuing)
but generally not serious.
They turn from the window, Jordan looks at his watch.

JORDAN
We had better be going.
ANGLE WIDENS as Matthews sees his guests to the door,
where they put on their coats, Ellis assisting the woman,
and bid farewell to the principal.

JORDAN
(continuing)
Thanks for the time and the
tour. We'll be in touch with
you within a few days.
Matthews closes the door behind them,
INT.

SCHOOL OFFICE

DAY

This is the main school office, small for the size of the
school~ and full of the usual personnel and students
helping and in need of help. All the workers and students
are black.
All furnishings are functional, worn and cold.
A loud clanging SCHOOL BELL is HEARD. Ellis' group passes
through the office and out the door into the corridor.
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INT.

SCHOOL CORRIDOR

DAY

As the group enters the corridor, doors along the long dark
expanse of it are opening with a great rush of students,
90% black.
Lockers line the entire length of the hall and
Ellis' group must make a determined effort not to be
carried along by the rush of students hurrying to leave the
building. LOCKERS are opened and BOOKS are dropped with
great CLAMOR.
INT.

ST. CECILIA'S GYM

NIGHT

A meeting is in progress. Two hundred parishoners, 75%
black, ages 35-60, sit on folding chairs set up at one end
of the gym.
At a table in the front are Ellis, Curtis,
and Scott. Jordan is talking before a microphone at the
side of the table.
Coat racks in the back are full, as
are the chairs, and a number of people are sitting on the
gym bleachers, Morgan among them. The people hold mimeographed reports.
JORDAN
... the committee came to this
conclusion only after a careful
study of our financial situation,
and the prospects for the future.
As Joe Curtis already explained,
we studied every alternative
open to us, and we agree that
this is not a very happy solution, but we cannot see any
other. The high school will
close at the end of this
semester.
ANGLE ON AUDIENCE
The people are listening intently, but not happily.
VOICE OF JORDAN(o.B.)
We'll be able to keep the grade
school open by offering enrollment
to the entire community. And to
guarantee a quality education
every parent, Catholic or not,
who sends his children to our
school will be asked to give
ten percent of their earnings
to the school, and four hours
of volunteer service during the
year.
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CU

JORDAN
JORDAN
(continuing)
The papers you have been given
explain all of this in detail,
but we will now answer any
questions you may have.

ANGLE ON AUDIENCE
About two dozen hands go up immediately.
RUMBLE of DISCONTENT.

There is a

VOICE OF JORDAN(o.s.)
Mrs. Williamson.
MRS. WILLIAMSON stands.
CU

She is white, 40 years old.

MRS. WILLIAMSON
MRS. WILLIAMSON
Who can afford to send their
children here under those
conditions? We have to eat,
you know.
It seems like the
only thing for us to do is
move ... Father Ellis has been
telling us all along 11 stay,
don't run away 11 • Well this is
a stab in the back.
DISSOLVE TO

CU

A BLACK MAN IN AUDIENCE
BLACK rJIAN
... how many of you have ever
been to Franklin High or Central?
Is that where you want your
children to go? We moved here
because we wanted a good
education for our children ...
that's more important to us
than almost anything else ...
and I say let's stop putting
money into day care centers and
all that kinda stuff, and let's
keep the school.

ANGLE WIDENS and LOUD APPLAUSE is HEARD as he finishes and
sits down.
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DISSOLVE TO
FULL SHOT
The meeting is over. Ellis, Morgan, and several others
are picking up the paper that has been thrown around and
putting away the chairs. Ellis walks over to Morgan and
they continue to work as they talk.
TWO SHOT
ELLIS
I feel like I've just been
grilled for tomorrow's lunch
program~

MORGAN
I understand perfectly where
they're comin' from.
ELLIS
It certainly makes me conscious
of how separate we still are ...
I don't mean just in our ideas,
but personally ... the people are
very ill at ease with one
another.
MORGAN
That takes a long time ...
ELLIS
There's something I've been
thinking about ... something to
bring all the people of the
church ... and the community ...
together ... like a music festival
... a big event ... two or three
evenings ... bring out the talent
in the area and give us an
opportunity to showcase it .. .
could even be a yearly event .. .
but I need someone to organize it.
MORGAN
(knowingly)
Any ideas?
ELLIS
Now that you mention it, there is
a certain music leader who has
done a fantastic job with the
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ELLIS(cont.)
services ... the problem is
he's rlot very bright.
MORGAN
The idea is intriguing ...
musicians of the area huh?
I know some great jazz groups
would really dig the chance.
When you thinking about?
ELLIS
How long would it take to get
organized ... two, three months?
MORGAN
Middle of summer.
ELLIS
That sounds good.
MORGAN
Now, I've a request I've been
thinking about ...
ELLIS
Name it ... be it half of the
parish .. .
MORGAN
I'd like you to go with me to one
of the Black History classes over
at the Temple.
ELLIS
Malachi X?
MORGAN
Yeah.
ELLIS
(with a deep sigh)
Why not?
INT.

TEMPLE OF LIBERATION MEETING ROOM

NIGHT

Fifty persons are at the meeting.
Almost all are young and
male, and Ellis is the only white. He sits with Morgan, in
the back. The walls of the small room are adorned with
pictures of Malcolm X and slogans of black liberation. At
the front of the room is a portable blackboard and on the
wall behind it a map of the world.
On the blackboard is a
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roughly drawn outline of the continent of Africa, with the
word, Liberia, at the top and a line drawn to its location
on the map.
Other words on the blackboard are:
1816-American Colonization Society, Yehudi Ashmum, and
1847-INDEPENDENCE, the latter underlined several times,
MALACHI X
... the only answer for us
is that chosen by our black
brothers of Liberia ... to form
a nation by ourselves ... away
·from the taint of the white.
ANGLE ON A RAPT AUDIENCE
VOICE OF MALACHI X(o.s.)
The white man's slavery today
is just as castrating as it was
for our grandparents two hundred
years ago. The white devil today
owns the stores you shop in and
sells you inferior goods ... and
lets you pay twice the price.
Easy credit, he calls it ... it's
raping us today
CU

MALACHI X
MALACHI X
(continuing)
just as surely as our grandmothers
were raped, and told to look upon
it as a white blessing.
(looks to Ellis)
I see we have with us this evening
our Father Ellis ... perhaps he
would like to make some response
to this evening's lesson.

CU

ELLIS
ELLIS
I did not come to talk, but to
listen. What you have said about
the history of blacks, I know is
true ... but do we have to continue
the enmity in the present?
The solution is not to respond to
the white man's fear with an
equal fear and hate, but instead
to respond with a show of caring,
as Martin Luther King practices.

'
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ELLIS(cont.)
We must learn to live together,
black and white, side by side,
hands joined rather than weapons
drawn ... otherwise ...
VOICE OF MALACHI X(o.s.)
How eloquent.
CU

MALACHI X
MALACHI X
What a smooth tongue our christian
white missionary has. The white
people of America go to their
churches and their synagogues
where their white god blesses
them for their abundance ... an
abundance amassed by robbing
the black man ... renting him a
home that is hardly fit for pigs.
Review your own Catholic history.
In the path of the white man and
his missionaries there has always
come slavery and suffering for
anyone in the way. Ellis, the
one thing you had that we could
have used, you threw away ... you
closed your school. Well, we
have no need of your christian
sing-a-longs ... we have no need of
your white missionary zeal come
to save the nigger heathens, ..
we have no need of you or your
white Jesus ...
DISSOLVE TO

INT.

ELLIS' CAR

(PROCESS)

Ellis is driving, Morgan in the seat beside him.
time there is silence.
ELLIS
You've been to these classes before?
IVIORGAN
Yeah ..• several times.
ELLIS
You knew what was going to happen?

NIGHT
For a

•
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MORGAN
Not exactly. I had some idea.
ELLIS
Then why invite me?
MORGAN
I'm not sure I can explain ...
but believe me I didn't want to
see you hurt like that.
You can never know what it means
to be black ... that nigger
preacher does. Who would you
say is the most powerful black
man in Detroit?
Conyers~ maybe.
No way. That black preacher.
Because I know you, I no
longer believe what he says
about the white man and
christianity, but he speaks to
the soul of black people~ even
those who do not listen.
Sometimes at church I see some
of the parishoners do an
"uncle tom" to you without
you knowing it~ and I'm sorry
for them ... and for you.
ELLIS
Supposing I want to understand
better ... what do you suggest.
MORGAN
You're doing fine. Have you
read 11 The Autobiography of
Malcolm X."
ELLIS
No.
MORGAN
That's a must.
I'll loan you
my copy.
EXT.

GRANT'S APARTMENT

NIGHT

Ellis stops, and Morgan gets out and goes into the building.
Ellis then drives off and EXITS FRAME.
EXT.

RECTORY

NIGHT

Ellis pulls into the drive, parks the car, and starts into
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the rectory.
LEFT.
INT.

He then reverses his steps and EXITS FRAME

ST. CECILIA CHURCH

NIGHT

FROM THE SANCTUARY
The church is dark and empty.
A DOOR is HEARD opening.
Ellis ENTERS FRAME RIGHT, genuflects before the center of
the sanctuary, and slips into the first pew.
CU

ELLIS

Ellis kneels in prayer.
After a moment his gaze moves
upward to the giant sanctuary mural.
ELLIS' POV
The mural with it's white triumphant Jesus is barely
visible, lit only by the flickering candles in the
sanctuary, and the light from the windows.
SLOWLY BRIGHTEN TO DAY
A scaffold shoots INTO FRAME and NOISE of metal clanging
against metal is HEARD.
CAMERA PANS DOWN scaffold to
reveal TWO BLACK WORKMEN and at the base a BLACK ARTIST
directing the work. WIDEN ANGLE to include his brushes
and paints which are on a nearby tarpaulin, which also
covers the entire sanctuary floor.
INT.

CARDINAL CONWAY'S OFFICE

DAY

Cardinal Conway is standing behind his desk looking down at
a drawing.
Ellis is seated before the desk.
CONWAY
... but Jesus was a semite.
He was not Negro.
ELLIS
No, and historically he was
not white Anglo-Saxon either.
But we portray him according
to our own cultural tastes ...
I received a Christmas card
from Japan once that ...
CONWAY
All right ... All right.
But
what about the other members
of St. Cecilia's? And what
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CONWAY(cont.)
about the people who paid for
the beautiful painting you are
covering up? This seems like
a waste of money ... for no reason.
ELLIS
The parish is 90 percent black.
The cardinal starts to pace, without saying anything for a
few moments.
Ellis reaches across the desk and drops a
second drawing on top of the first.
ELLIS
(continuing)
Here's another drawing, which
as long as I'm here you might as
well look at.
Conway moves to the drawings and lifts up the one Ellis
has just placed down.
He is confused.
CONWAY
What is this?
ELLIS
Those are the figures that are to be
included in the painting ... along
the bottom.
CONWAY
Who are these people?
ELLIS
They are great men who also
happened to be black: Marcus
Garvey, W. E. B. Dubois,
Malcolm X, Martin Luther King.
CONWAY
Let me sit down.
Conway sits.

He stares at the drawing.
CONWAY
(continuing)
You're not putting these people
on the sanctuary ceiling!
Glorifying criminals ... and
King isn't even dead .. .
canonizing him before he has a
chance to die.
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CU

ELLIS
ELLIS
Oh, he'll die ... and violently.
That's the only sure thing for
a black man who speaks out
against racial injustice
today.

CU

CONWAY
CONWAY
Ray, what am I to do with you?
You begin with an idea,
(indicates first drawing)
a crazy one maybe, but
imaginative, inventive ...
and then you carry it too far.
(indicates second drawing)
Why do you push me? What do
you think your critics will do
with this piece of ammunition
... a church painted up like a
radical cell.
VOICE OF ELLIS(o.s.)
The issue is more important than
what a few critics will think ...

CU

ELLIS
ELLIS
(continuing)
Cardinal, sometimes I feel like
I'm on a time bomb, and I'm
trying my darndest to defuse it
... and people keep corning
around and jiggling it as I work
... Fisher, Malachi X, Monsignor
... you.

TWO SHOT
CONWAY
Sounds to me like you need a
vacation.
ANGLE WIDENS as Cardinal rises and begins to pace behind
his desk. He turns back to Ellis.
CONWAY
Who is this Marcus Garvey?
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EXT.

UNIVERSITY OF DETROIT

DAY

ESTABLISHING SHOT - SPRINGTIME
EXT.

SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE

DAY

ESTABLISHING SHOT

INT.

DRAFTING CLASSROOT>1

DAY

The very large room is surrounded .by drafting tables. Four
students~ jOHN, KAREN, DAN, and BOB are carrying out the
door two very large objects wrapped in foam rubber sheets
and tied with cord. A black professor, MICHAEL STOKES,
opens the door for them.
EXT.

DAY

RECTOHY

Johnny is just leaving.

He shakes Ellis' hand.

JOHNNY
As always, Reverend, it has
been a pleasure to do business
with you.
ANGLE WIDENS as pickup truck ENTERS FRAME and pulls into
the rectory driveway.
John is driving, Karen and Stokes
are riding in the cab, while Dan and Bob are riding in
the back with the large objects. The four students begin
unloading. Ellis and Stokes move toward one another.
ELLIS
Will you need any help?
STOKES
No, we have strong students
at U.D.
ELLIS
You know the way, I'll hold the
door.
Stokes enters the rectory, directing the students to follow
with the two objects. Ellis holds the door.
INT.

RECTORY - BASEMENT MEETI.NG

lWOf'~'l

DAY

The two objects have been unwrapped, revealing a scale model
of all the buildings within the parish boundaries. The
first of the two pieces is already in place on wooden horses
in the center of the room.
The second piece is being
joined to it by the students, directed by Stokes.
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STOKES
Okay ... Karen, bring your side
a little farther over ... there
that's good.
Is it setting
solidly?
· The students check the positioning of the model on the
horses.· It is about the size of a ping-pong table.
STUDENTS(ad lib)
Good here.
Seems fine.
No problem.
Yes, fine.
All gather proudly around the finished model.
STOKES
There it is.
ANGLE WIDENS to include Ellis and Jordan, who move to the
model.
JORDAN
Fantastic.
ELLIS
It's beautiful.
(to the students)
Did all of you work on it?
STUDENTS(ad lib)
Boy, did we.
Everyone in the class did.
Yes.
Yes.
ELLIS
You are all great.
(to Stokes)
Say, Mike, I want to come and
personally thank the whole class.
(to Jordan)
Won't this do something to our
redevelopment projects?
(to Stokes)
Bill has never seen it before.
Show him some of the detail.
STOKES
(pointing)
Well 3 here is the church ... easy
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STOKES(cont.)
to identify ... the red buildings
are residential ... blue buildings
are commercial ... trolley lines
are indicated in black ... water
lines are yellow ... gas lines are
blue, and power lines are green.
We dubbed it "Ceciliaville".
ELLIS
Hey, that's a catchy name.
Whose idea was that?
STOKES
(to students)
Wasn't that your idea, John?
JOHN
Yeah ... it seemed to fit ...
St. Cecilia's and all.
ELLIS
I like it ... Ceciliaville.
EXT.

REISS' CLEANERS

SUMJ:viER

DAY

Jordan drives up in his car. With him is Joe Curtis. As
they get out, from the car behind them LACEY GORDON gets
out. He is a black lawyer. They shake hands outside the
store and go in. Traffic NOISE is HEARD.
INT.

REISS' CLEANERS

DAY

One customer is just leaving with some cleaning on hangers
as Jordon, Curtis, and Gordon enter. The owne~ DELBERT
REISS, a black man, looks up rather excitedly.
REISS
I tried to reach you at home,
so you wouldn't make the trip
for nothing.
JORDAN
What are you talking about, Del?
REISS
Cranston's not coming. He sold
the building to somebody else
... this morning.
CURTIS
But how?
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REISS
I got a call from Cranston
about an hour ago. He said
that he sold the building
to someone who did not wish
to be identified.
GORDON
But we had an understanding.
I've drawn up the contracts ...
Gordon indicates his brief case.
REISS
He was offered $5~000 more than
we offered ... he said he couldn't
refuse.
JORDAN
(to Reiss)
Did he say whether you would be
able to stay here?
REISS
Cranston had no idea what the
new owner wanted with the
building.
GORDON
This is not just coincidence.
Twice, unnamed someones have
bought property that we were
negotiating for ... and at
inflated prices.
Something's fishy.
I'll get
some information from the
Department of Records.
EXT.

FISHER PROPERTY

DAY

A fence, ornamental wrought iron eight feet high, surrounds
the property which is shrouded by trees. The only entrance
is a great gate.
Posted on the gate is the sign, BEWARE
OF DOGS.
ANGLE WIDENS to include Ellis' car as he turns
from the street into the driveway.
He gets out of his car
and looks for a means of entry.
CU ELLIS
He spots a speaker and a button beneath it.
ELLIS' POV- THE SPEAKER
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Ellis pushes the button beneath the speaker ... and waits.

VOICE OF MAID(o.s.-filtered)
What is it?
ELLIS
I'm Father Ellis.
see Mr. Fisher.

I'm here to

VOICE OF MAID(o.s.-filtered)
Just a minute.
ANOTHER ANGLE
Ellis waits for about thirty seconds. By this time two
large Doberman Pinsers have shown up at the gate to investigate.
VOICE OF MAID(o.s.-filtered)
Fr. Ellis?
Ellis
Yes.
VOICE OF MAID(o.s.-filtered)
Mr. Fisher will see you.
Get inside
your car and honk your horn.
I'll raise the gateand you can drive
in ... drive all the way to the side
entrance, and I will let you in.
ANOTHER· ANGLE
Ellis gets back into his car, HONKS the HORN. After a few
seconds the gates open. The dogs make no effort to leave.
CAMERA TRUCKS behind car as he makes his way along the treelined driveway.
The dogs follow.
A large mansion comes
into view, and at the side entrance the MAID appears. She
is white, aged 45.
CU

ELLIS

He comes to a stop, and looks out at the dogs.
ELLIS' POV- THE DOGS
BACK TO ELLIS
He looks from the dogs to the maid.
ELLIS' POV - THE MAID
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ANGLE ON CAR
Ellis cautiously leaves his car and starts to move toward
the side door.
The dogs take a few steps toward him and
then stop.
DISSOLVE TO
INT.

FISHER PARLOR

DAY

Ellis is seated in a luxurious parlor.
On one wall is a
full-size painting of J. B.'s wife at about the age of 40.
She is quite pretty.
CU

ELLIS

Ellis looks at the painting.
ELLIS' POV - THE PAINTING
BACK TO SCENE
J. B. Fisher walks in. Ellis rises, and holds out his
hand. Fisher does not seem to notice.
FISHER
What a surprise. Can I offer
you something to drink?
ELLIS
No, thank you, J. B ... and I'm
sure the visit is no surprise.
FISHER
Well, yes ... I've wondered why
it has taken you this long.
Both men sit down.
ELLIS
I'm sure that we do not have
the resources that you do.
FISHER
Let's get to the point ... I am
not a man who enjoys beating
around the bush.
ELLIS
Nor am I.
I'll tell you what
I know.
Over the past two months,
you have been buying property
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ELLIS(cont.)
that the Ceciliaville Corporation
wanted to purchase ... and paying
exorbitant prices for it.
I've never taken you for a bad
businessman.
FISHER
When a church ceases to be a
church, but instead becomes
a business, then I would say
it is my responsibility, good
business sense aside, to do what
I can to stop it.
ELLIS
But black people have to have
more control of their economic
destiny. That is all we are
trying to do ... for years white
owned businesses have been gouging
the black man.
I would not think
that you'd want to be any part
of that ... what kind of memorial
to your wife is that?
Ellis gestures toward the picture, Fisher reacts quickly.
FISHER
Leave her out of this.
As he speaks, he becomes more restrained.
FISHER
(continuing)
Father Ellis, your sources are
not that good.
I have been
buying property, yes, but I
have no wish to be a slum
landlor.
I work through a
private corporation which is
aimed at bringing federal funds
into the inner-city.
What I wish to show you is
that there are better ways,
better than your church,
to do what you are pitiably
trying to do ... It is not
church business, as blessed
little that you do is.
Ellis is silent for a moment.
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ELLIS
I am surprised. Then this
is a personal vendetta,
simply that?
FISHER
People have come to me ... it
was not my initiative .. .
wanting to know what could be
done to have you replaced.
You would be surprised to see
the list ... they are not all
white. You have succeeded
in joining the whites and
the negroes, in a common
effort to remove you and so
preserve their Faith, their
church.
EXT.

ST. CECILIA CHURCH

DAY

The parking area is almost full of cars. A pile of lumber
is at one end and construction has begun on the stage for
the Music Festival.
A few people are just leaving their
cars and heading for the church.
INT.

ST. CECILIA'S CHURCH

DAY

SANCTUARY AREA
A ceremony of Baptism is in progress. Ten PERSONS are
being baptized, eight are black, two white. A portable
baptismal font has been wheeled into the center of the
sanctuary. Morgan is among those to be baptized. Ellis,
in Mass vestments, is conducting the service. Standing
with those to be baptized, in the sanctuary area, are their
sponsors, members of the parish and of the same sex as the
person they are sponsor for.
ELLIS
Do you renounce Satan?
SPONSORS AND THOSE TO BE BAPTIZED
We do renounce him.
ELLIS
And all his works?
SPONSORS AND THOSE TO BE BAPTIZED
We do renounce them.
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ELLIS
And all his attractions?
SPONSORS AND THOSE TO BE BAPTIZED
We do renounce them.
CAMERA PANS slowly up to reveal the new sanctuary painting.
CAMERA HOLDS ON the strong black figure of Jesus in the
center then PULLS BACK slowly to reveal the figures along
the bottom and sides: Marcus Garvey, W. E. B. Dubois,
Malcolm X, and Martin Luther King.
CAMERA HOLDS ON painting, then PULLS BACK slowly to reveal the entire full
church. Posters on the wall advertize the Music Festival:
Ceciliaville Music Festival, Livernois and Statler Streets,
July 27-29, 7:30P.M., Admission Free, EVeryone Welcome.
VOICE OF ELLIS(o.s.)
Do you believe in God the Father
Almighty, Creator of Heaven and
earth?
VOICES OF CHURCH(o.s.)
We do believe.
VOICE OF ELLIS(o.s.)
Do you believe in Jesus Christ,
His only Son, our Lord, who was
conceived by the Holy Spirit,
born of the Virgin Mary,
suffered under Pontius Pilate,
was crucified, died, and was
buried, and on the third day
arose again from the dead?
VOICES OF CHURCH(o.s.)
We do believe.
ELLIS
Do you believe in the Holy
Catholic Church, the communion
of saints, the resurrection of
the body, and life everlasting?
CHURCH
We do believe.
ELLIS
Do you wish to be baptized?
THOSE TO BE BAPTIZED
We do.

p '
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ANGLE ON SANCTUARY
As each comes to the font, he/she bends over it as Ellis
pours water over his forehead and the sponsor places his
hand on his shoulder.
ELLIS
I baptized you in the name
of the Father, and of the Son,
and of the Holy Spirit.
BAPTIZED
Amen.
GROUP SHOT: ELLIS, MORGAN, AND SPONSOR
Morgan is baptized.
DISSOLVE TO
SANCTUARY

CO~~UNION

OF THE MASS

Ellis is distributing Communion.
people waiting to receive.

There is a line of

ELLIS
The Body of Christ.
COMMUNICANT
Amen.
GROUP SHOT: ELLIS, MORGAN, MORGAN JR. AND LOIS
Morgan receives Communion, and then Lois, and finally Ellis
pats Morgan Jr. on the head and makes a sign of blessing
over him.
DISSOLVE TO
FOLLOWING THE SERVICE
A number of people have remained to congratulate the
newly baptized, who are recognizable by the ceramic crosses
they wear around their necks. Ellis is moving through the
people and their is quite a bit of NOISE from the
CONVERSATIONS, though NOTHING DISTINCT. Ellis comes to
where Morgan and his family are standing.
GROUP SHOT: ELLIS, MORGAN, LOIS, MORGAN JR.
Ellis gives Morgan a bear hug.
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ELLIS
Feel like one of us now?
MORGAN
It was beautiful.
Lois kisses Ellis
LOIS
Thanks for being you.
MORGAN
Hey, before you get away.
Remember we have a Music
Festival this weekend.
ELLIS
That's what I hear ... oh,
that's right, I was supposed
to find some keys for you,
so you could rehearse in the
gym.
Come over to the house
before you leave today and I'll
find an extra set.
ANGLE WIDENS as Ellis moves on to talk to other people.
INT.

DAY

CARDINAL CONWAY'S OFFICE

Conway is pacing, behind the desk.

A KNOCK is HEARD.

CONWAY
Come in.
Ellis enters and is gestured to a chair.

Conway is angry.

CONWAY
You have a music director
whom you received into
the Church?
ELLIS
Monsignor is very expeditious
with his reports.
CONWAY
Dammit, Ray, it's not Monsignor
you have to worry about ...
it's yourself.
ELLIS
The music director you are
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ELLIS(cont.)
speaking about is Morgan Grant.
His wife is a Catholic who was
previously married in the Church.
We weren't able to annul the first
marriage ... the Tribunal could do
nothing. They wanted to become
members of the parish.
CONWAY
People are already calling for
your head, and now you oblige
them by defying Canon Law. You
know there's no way I can
protect you from this. What
in God's name were you thinking?
ELLIS
Well ... to be perfectly honest
... I was thinking, what would
Jesus have done in this situation?
And so I baptized him, and gave
Communion to them both.
CONWAY
You're not Jesus Christ!
The only solution now is a
brother-sister relationship
for them.
ELLIS
That's not even human.
I
could not even suggest it
to them.
Conway begins to pace and is silent.

His tone has softened.

CONWAY
Let me reassign you.
ELLIS
But I love St. Cecilia's!
CONWAY
Be practical, Father. You're a
very zealous priest with a good
mind and a tremendous personality.
Why, you could be a bishop ... and
not just a good bishop, you could
be a great bishop. But what you
are into now can only destroy you
... as far as any ecclesiastical
future is concerned.
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ELLIS
I don't know what to say.
CONWAY
As a favor to yourself ... and
to me, resign.
Let me move
you to a nice settled parish.
St. Cecilia's can survive
without you ... no one is
indispensable.
ELLIS
I've never given it a thought.
CONWAY
Well, give it a thought ...
I want to know within the week.
Ellis sits in a rather stunned silence.
CONWAY
(continuing)
That will be all.
Thanks for coming.
EXT.

CONWAY'S HOME-OFFICE

DAY

An old stone mansion, displaying a craft and character
no longer built into homes. Ellis comes out the front
door and heads for his car.
CU

ELLIS

Before getting into the car, his attention is caught by
something in the sky.
ELLIS' POV - THE SKY
In the distance, a heavy cloud of black smoke rises into
the sky.
BACK TO ELLIS
He continues to stare for a few moments, and then gets into
his car.
INT.

ELLIS' CAR

DAY

He turns on his car RADIO, and plays with the dial until he
finds some news.
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VOICE OF ANNOUNCER(o.s.)
... that was Mayor Cavanaugh. Our
reporter, Bob Taylor, has been at
the scene for the past hour or
so, and gives us this first hand
report.
Ellis starts his car and drives away.
INT.

ELLIS' CAR (PROCESS)

DAY

VOICE OF BOB TAYLOR(o.s.)
The police and State Troopers
have barricaded a two block
area of Twelfth Street from
Grand River Boulevard to
Mack Street. Within that
area ... oh, I would estimate
that about five hundred people
are running wild in the
street: throwing rocks at the
police defenses, setting fires,
looting. The fire department
has had a difficult time getting
to the fires.
One fireman
told me that he was struck
by ~n empty whiskey bottle
and that there is a great deal
of glass and rocks being
thrown, and as a result,
several fires are burning out
of control at the present.
The disturbance started about
three o'clock this morning
when police raided a club
which was in violation of
liquor and gambling laws.
At that time ...
EXT.·

POLICE BARRICADE

DAY

A POLICEMAN in f.g. is directing traffic away from the
riot area.
In the b.g. are visible fire trucks with their
lights flashing, several police and State Patrol cars,
firemen in raincoats and helmets, and police in riot gear.
Beyond them there is a great deal of NOISE and a lot of
smoke, with an occasional rock or bottle being thrown
across the barricade by the unseen mob. Ellis drives
INTO FRAME and stops at the policeman directing traffic.
He bends over to talk to Ellis, impatiently.
TWO SHOT-ELLIS AND POLICEMAN
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POLICEMAN
Move along ... no stopping.
Oh, Father ..• we have to
keep this area clear.
ELLIS
Is there anything I can do?
I have a church not far from
here.
POLICEMAN
(shakes head)
No. A delegation of negro
clergy and leaders, Conyers
and others, tried earlier
... no effect.
It'll probably
wear itself out by evening.
INT.

RECTORY PARLOR

DAY

Ellis and Monsignor are watching TV together.

On the TV is

TV NEWSFILM - MAYOR CAVANAUGH PRESS CONFERENCE
JULY 23, 1967
(STOCK)
The mayor announces that because the riot has spread to
other areas of the city, he has requested Governor Romney
to send 4,000 National Guardsmen immediately.
DISSOLVE TO
EXT.

RECTORY

DAY

Ellis is looking into the sky in the direction of the riot,
ELLIS' POV - THE SKY
The skyline that is visible above the apartments shows
several distinct areas from which smoke is rising.
The
close~and most dense is about a mile away.
DISSOLVE TO
INT.

DAY

RECTORY PARLOR

Ellis is with a couple of young black men watching TV.
On the TV is
TV NEWSFILM - DETROIT RIOT

JULY 23, 1967

(STOCK)

Scenes of rioting on the East side of the city are shown,
as well as fires continuing to blaze out of control on the
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West side.

People are urged to stay away from these areas.
DISSOLVE TO

INT.

RECTORY PARLOR

(LATER)

NIGHT

Ellis is still with the same two men watching TV.
TV is
TV NEWSFILM - MAYOR CAVANAUGH

JULY

23~

1967

On the

(STOCK)

The mayor announces that a curfew has been imposed from
9:00P.M. until 5:00A.M., that no one is allowed on the
streets during that period, and that for the duration of
the emergency places of entertainment will be closed,
as well as gas stations and liquor stores.
DISSOLVE TO
INT.

NIGHT

RECTORY PARLOR

Ellis is alone watching TV.
TV NEWSFILM - DETROIT RIOT

On the TV is
JULY 24, 1967

(STOCK)

The score of Sunday's riot is given: 1,000 plus arrested,
several dead, millions of dollars in damage from looting
and hundreds of fires, hundreds of injured, some sniping
... and it continues through the night.
DISSOLVE TO
INT.

DAY

RECTORY PARLOR

TWO SHOT - MORGAN AND ELLIS
In the b.g., the volume turned low, the TV is on
TV NEWFILM - DETROIT RIOT, JULY 24, 2967
ELLIS
... and to put in a nutshell
the cardinal wants my
resignation.
The DOORBELL RINGS
MORGAN
I can't believe it ... he's
got to be the dumbest cat ...
ANGLE WIDENS as Mrs. McGuire ENTERS FRAME.

(STOCK)
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ELLIS
(turning to Mrs. McGuire)
That's okay, Alice, I'll get it.
Ellis rises and EXITS FRAME.
INT.

RECTORY HALLWAY

DAY

Ellis ENTERS FRAME and opens the front door. Bill Jordan
and KEN ANDREWS, a black parishoner, are at the door.
ELLIS
Bill ... Ken.
Ellis lets the two into the rectory.
speak immediately.

Jordan starts to

JORDAN
Ray, do you have a minute?
ELLIS
Yes, I was just watching
the news with Morgan.
JORDAN
Grant's here?
ELLIS
Yes, why?
JORDAN
He may be interested.
ELLIS
Come on into the parlor, then.
CAMERA TRUCKS in front of Ellis to the parlor.
INT.

DAY

RECTORY PARLOR

Jordan and Andrews greet Morgan somberly and then they
stand staring at the TV a moment to HEAR if there is
anything new developing. On the TV is
TV NEWSFILM - DETROIT RIOT

JULY 24, 1967

ELLIS
Have a seat.
They all sit down.

Jordan turns to Ellis.

(STOCK)
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JORDAN
Things are getting worse
... and we're afraid of
losing our stores.
ANDREWS
It's spreading this way fast
... no telling what will
happen next.
JORDAN
There's a lot of rumors ...
but I think the main targets
are white owned businesses,
and those that have been
cheating us. My cousin over
on Twelfth said that
businesses protected by blacks
were pretty much left alone.
ANDREWS
We're gonna stand guard at our
stores.
Me and Bill ... and
Bob Smith.
If we lose these
we'll have nothing. You know
everything I have is tied up
in the store.
They look to Ellis who is thinking, and responds slowly.
ELLIS
I know what the shops mean
to you, especially after all
the trouble we've had getting
them ... but you're talking about
your lives now. What would be
your chances if someone
really wanted to get your
stores? And you'd probably be
arrested if seen by the police.
Wouldn't insurance cover the
loss of the stores, if the worse
did happen?
ANDREWS
We'd lose everything. The
insurance hs an anti-riot
clause ... everyone's does.
ELLIS
What about Betty and Leona?
... and the children ...
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JORDAN
They don't want us to do
it ... we don't want to do it.
But what other choice do
we have?
ELLIS
What's the plan?
You stand
guard outside~ and what?
... Would you shoot someone
who threw a rock?
ANDREWS
I don't want to hurt anyone.
But if my store goes ... I've
been there five years~ and now
with the Ceciliaville
Corporation~ I can own it
clear in a few years ... it's
our only income ... I have to
risk it.
Their talk is interrupted by a special bulletin on TV.
Morgan walks over and turns the volume up. On the TV is
TV NEWSFILM - ROMNEY AND CAVANAUGH PRESS CONFERENCE
JULY 24~ 1967 (STOCK)

MONDAY~

In a joint news conference, the mayor and governor announce
that the National Guard has failed to stern the disturbance,
and that President Johnson has been asked to send in
federal troops as soon as possible.
Following the
moment.

announcement~

Ellis' group is silent for a

ANDREWS
That's good ... but it doesn't
change what we have to do.
ELLIS
Let me think a minute ...
Suppose you could stay inside
your stores, and that you knew
ahead of time what was
happening?
JORDAN
What do you have in mind?
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ELLIS
From the church tower ...
you can see each of the
businesses, as well as a good
view of the whole area.
But you would need a two way
radio or something.
JORDAN
The idea's not bad.
I've got
a cheap two way system in the
store that would probably work
at that distance ... if not,
we can get somthing that will.
ELLIS
I'll watch from the tower.
MORGAN
Wait a minute ... I don't think
you should get involved ...
ELLIS
I want to do something ...
MORGAN
It'll only mean more trouble
with the Cardinal ... that's all
you need.
ELLIS
I'm in.
JORDAN
All right.
I can get a couple
of other guys for eight hour
shifts in the tower.
INT.

RECTORY KITCHEN

NIGHT

Ellis takes a sandwich from the refrigerator.
It has been
previously wrapped.
From the counter he takes a thermos
bottle and fills it with coffee from a coffee pot.
Closing
the thermos, he takes it and the sandwich, puts them in
a paper sack and leaves the kitchen, turning off the light
as he goes.
INT.

PASSAGEWAY

NIGHT

CAMERA TRUCKS with Ellis through the connecting passageway
and into the church, down a side aisle, to the steps
leading to the choir loft.
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INT.

CHURCH

STEPS TO CHOIR

NIGHT

ANGLE ON ELLIS
He ascends the steps.
CAMERA PANS as he moves toward the
door leading to the tower ladder, and enters it.
INT.

· TOWER LADDER

NIGHT

Ellis closes the door behind him, and walks to the ladder,
twenty-five feet high, leading to the tower deck.
CU

ELLIS LOOKS UP THE LADDER

ELLIS' POV- THE LADDER
The ladder ends at a dark square opening into the tower
deck and this portion of the tower is exposed to the outside
through fifteen foot high archways. A BURGLAR ALARM is
HEARD, and a number of SIRENS.
BACK TO ELLIS
He stuffs the paper sack into the light jacket he is
wearing, and begins the climb.
CAMERA PANS with him as he
ascends.
EXT.

TOWER DECK

NIGHT

At the top of the tower is LON BROWNING, a black parishoner.
Setting on the ground is a transistor RADIO which is ON LOW
and against the side is a simple transistor two way
communication system. The tower has a chest high stone
wall around it. Browning is looking out through binoculars
as Ellis ENTERS FRAME through the hatch. HEARING Ellis,
Browning turns around.
Outside on the deck the ALARM and
SIRENS are CLEARER.
ELLIS
Everything okay?
BROWNING
Livernois' pretty quiet ...
Grand River looks like the
Fourth of July.
Ellis moves to the side of the tower
CU ELLIS
He looks down Livernois.
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ELLIS' POV
EXT.

LIVERNOIS STREET

NIGHT

Livernois is desolate. Street lights are on, A couple of
stores have been looted, the rest are in tact,
CU

ELLIS

Ellis looks the other direction, towards Grand River,
ELLIS' POV
EXT.

TOWARD GRAND RIVER

NIGHT

The sky is red and full of smoke from the fires along
Grand River.
BACK TO SCENE
TWO SHOT
BROWNING
Do you know how the equipment
works?
Ellis turns in Browning's direction, and shakes his head.
BROWNING
Check in every hour.
Browning bends down and pushes a button on the two way set.
BROWNING
(continuing)
Push this button to speak.
Browning speaks into the microphone.
BROWNING
This is Lon. It's eleven o'clock.
VOICE OF MORGAN(o,s.-filtered)
This is Morgan. Everything
okay at the hardware store.
VOICE OF ANDREWS(o.s.-filtered)
This is Ken. Everything
okay at the cleaners.
VOICE OF SMITH(o,s,-filtered)
This is Bob. Okay at liquor store.
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BROWNING
Fr. Ray is taking over now.
Goodnight.
Ellis speaks into the microphone.
ELLIS
Morgan, what are you
doing here?
VOICE OF MORGAN(o.s.-filtered)
Just following my pastor's
example.
ANGLE WIDENS as Browning goes down the ladder, leaving
Ellis alone.
After Browning's head has disappeared down
the hatch, Ellis picks up the binoculars and begins to
scan the area.
INT.

POLICE HEADQUARTERS

NIGHT

The command center is a beehive of activity. National
Guardsmen, police, reporters and photographers, In this
large room given over to a riot control center maps of the
affected areas are hanging at several locations around the
wall, and at each a uniformed police woman is adding
different colored flags to indicate various types of riot
activity.
INT.

POLICE HEADQUARTERS SWITCHBOARD

NIGHT

A long line of operators are on duty answering the lines.
There is a constant BUZZ of ACTIVITY.
CAMERA PANS the
line.
VOICES OF OPERATORS(ad lib)
Police, may I help you?
Fire?
I'll connect you with ...
... and the location please?
That is correct, the area has
been sealed off.
All arrestees have been ...
CAMERA HOLDS ON ONE OPERATOR as she patches in a call.
OPERATOR
Police. May I help you?
(pause) a possible sniper
... and the location again?
church tower on Livernois
about a block North of
Grand River ... we'll check it out.
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EXT.

CHURCH TOWER

NIGHT

Ellis continues to scan the area through the binoculars.
The radio is drowned out by b.g. SOUNDS of SIRENS of various
kinds. Ellis suddenly focuses the binoculars,
.ELLIS' POV- THROUGH THE BINOCULARS
EXT.

LIVERNOIS STREET

NIGHT

Four unmarked army cars move very slowly down the street.
Inside can be seen TWO POLICEMEN in the front seat and TWO
GUARDSMEN in the back seat of each. All are watching the
street carefully.
BACK TO ELLIS
Ellis takes the binoculars from his eyes, there is an
expression of wonderment on his face.
He looks the other
direction, and quickly brings the binoculars back to his
eyes.
ELLIS' POV - THROUGH THE BINOCULARS
EXT.

LIVERNOIS STREET TO\vARD GRAND RIVER

NIGHT

An additional four unmarked army cars similarly loaded with
GUARDSMEN and POLICE move slowly toward the tower,
BACK TO

ELLIS

Ellis lets the binoculars hang by the strap around his
neck, crouches, and reaches for the two way radio. He
pushes the button.
ELLIS
This is Ray ... can you hear me?
VOICES OF MORGAN, SMITH, ANDREWS
(o.s. filtered, ad lib)
Yes.
Fine.
Yeah, what's up.
ELLIS
Be very careful ... there are
eight patrol cars on the
street.
I'll call you back
when I find out what's up.
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ANOTHER ANGLE
Ellis sets down the microphone and inches toward the
railing to see what is happening.
ELLIS' POV
EXT.

LIVERNOIS STREET

NIGHT

The eight unmarked cars have converged and stopped at the
foot of the tower.
All get out and crouch behind their
cars looking up into the tower.
A SERGEANT, also
crouched behind the cars, calls up to the tower through
a bull horn.
SERGEANT(filtered)
Come down with your hands up.
BACK TO ELLIS
Ellis slumps beneath the railing, momentarily frozen.
VOICE OF SERGEANT(o.s.- filtered)
Come down with your hands up.
Ellis crawls to the hatch and slowly starts down.
INT.

TOWER LADDER

NIGHT

Ellis takes the first couple of steps down.
VOICE OF SERGEANT(o.s.-filtered)
Stay where you are ...
Stay where you are.
Confused, Ellis pauses and then continues down the ladder.
The officers open fire and a barrage of BULLETS are HEARD
as they riccochet around the tower, Ellis now coming down
at top speed.
INT.

HARDWARE STORE

NIGHT

The artillery BARRAGE comes to an end. Morgan is trying
to get Ellis on the radio.
With Morgan is ELROD JENKINS,
also black.
MORGAN
Ray ... are you there?
Ray?
Morgan puts the equipment down and hurries out the door.
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EXT.

LIVERNOIS STREET

NIGHT

The store is located about one half block from the church.
Morgan runs out the store and heads for the church. Almost
immediately~ he is stopped by the soldi~rs.
SOLDIER
Stop, or I'll shoot.
Morgan

stops~

looking up into the tower.

SOLDIER
Okay~ now raise your hands
... slowly ... and walk over here.
Morgan obeys, moving to where the first army car has
parked. A second soldier spread eagles him against the
car and searches him, a pistol is found and taken.
After searching him, they stand him up again.
MORGAN
What's happening?
SOLDIER
We'll ask the questions.
What are you doing here?
MORGAN
I was guarding a store.
SOLDIER
Are you the owner?
MORGAN
No, he's a friend.
SOLDIER
Is he inside?
MORGAN
No ... what happened in the
tower.
SOLDIER
It's none of your business
... but we shot a sniper.
INT.
CU

RECTORY HALLWAY
SERGEANT

NIGHT
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SERGEANT
..• we need to go in after
him. He may have been shot.
ANGLE WIDENS to show Ellis at the door with the Sergeant
and still trying to catch his breath.
SERGEANT
(continuing)
Are you all right?
ELLIS
... that was me in the tower.
SERGEANT
vlhat? • ..

l\'Iy god, we put thirty rounds
of ammunition up there ...
you should be dead.
What the hell were you doing
up there?
ELLIS
We .. uh ... I only wanted to see
for myself what was happening.
SERGEANT
You're a damn fool, Father.
Don't go near that tower
again ... and keep it locked.
ELLIS
Yes, I will.
The Sergeant departs and Ellis closes the door. CAMERA
FOLLOWS him to his office.
INT.

ELLIS' OFFICE

NIGHT

He slumps into a chair. After a moment he springs up and
heads for the telephone on the desk. He fumbles through
a directory and then dials.
INT.

NIGHT

HARDWARE STORE

Elrod Jenkins is crouched, unmoving, in the dark store.
The PHONE RINGS.
He moves cautiously toward the phone and
draws the headpiece from its cradle down to the floor.
JENKINS
Hello.
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ELLIS
This is Ray Ellis.
okay?

Is everything

JENKINS
Oh, Father! Morgan ran out when
he heard the shots ... he couldn't
get any answer on the two way
radio. The police arrested
him, and took him away ... that's
all I know.
INT.

RECTORY

ELLIS' OFFICE

NIGHT

Ellis hangs up the ·phone and pauses a moment in thought.
Then he looks up a number in the frOnt of the directory
and dials. After several RINGS there is an answer.
VOICE OF OPERATOR(o.s.-filtered)
You have called Police Headquarters.
All of the lines are busy now.
Please hold on the line and one
of our operators will be with you.
This is a recording.
Ellis waits impatiently.

Police.

VOICE OF SECOND OPERATOR
(o.s.-filtered)
May I help you.

ELLIS
This is Ray Ellis. I'm the
pastor of St. Cecilia's Church.
This evening a member of my
church was arrested by mistake
while guarding a business owned
by a church corporation. How
can I find out something about
his whereabouts?
VOICE OF SECOND OPERATOR
(o.s.-filtered)
Just a minute.
INT.

POLICE LIEUTENANT'S OFFICE

INTERCUT Ellis and Lieutenant on telephone.
LIEUTENANT
Lieutenant Walters here.

NIGHT
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ELLIS
This is Fr. Ray Ellis. About
20 minutes ago, a member of my
parish was arrested while
guarding a friend's business.
LIEUTENANT
Where was that?
ELLIS
On Livernois, just North of
Statler.
LIEUTENANT
That's Precinct Twelve ...
He should have been taken to
the Fort Wayne Induction Center
for detention and booking.
The jails are all full.
ELLIS
But he was completely innocent
of anything. How do I get
him released?
LIEUTENANT
Well, Father ... there's
absolutely nothing that can
be done this evening ... the
situation is just too unstable.
The best thing to do would be
to show up for the arraignment,
and tell your story to the
judge.
ELLIS
When and where will that be.
LIEUTENANT
Arraignment will be at the
Induction Center at 8 o'clock
in the morning. Bring a
lawyer, if you can.
I don't
know what else to tell you.
INT.

NIGHT

ELLIS' BEDROOM

Ellis is asleep.

ANGLE WIDENS to reveal TV still ON.

TV NEWSFILM - PRESIDENT JOHNSON

JULY 25, 1967 (STOCK)

The President announces his reasons for sending federal
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troops into Detroit.
EXT.

FORT WAYNE INDUCTION CENTER

DAY

ESTABLISHING SHOT
A number of National Guardsmen and their vehicles are on the
site.
INT.

INDUCTION CENTER

DAY

National Guardsmen and police are standing around the
large room in groups of two and three.
A desk is at the
entrance where Ellis, Lois, and Gordon are talking with
SERGEANT FOLEY, a white policeman.
GORDON
... the name is Morgan Grant.
Foley checks the lists on his desk.
FOLEY
That's right. Morgan Grant
was brought here last night.
GORDON
What are the charges?
FOLEY
Looks like Section 211, 117 337
... carrying a concealed
weapon, violation of curfew,
civil disturbance.
GORDON
I was told that the
arraignment would be here.
FOLEY
That's correct. Judge Ferarro
is in the second room down
the hall to the right.
Foley gestures in the direction indicated.
INT.

INDUCTION CENTER CORRIDOR

DAY

A long line of black men await arraignment, standing against
the wallor sitting on the floor.
Armed guards face them
on the opposite side of the corridor. At the front of the
line is the door to the make-shift judge's chamber. At a
desk in front of this door is a representative from the
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District Attorney's office. Gordon is talking to the man
at the desk but we CANNOT HEAR.
TWO SHOT - ELLIS AND LOIS
LOIS
Do you see him?
ELLIS
No.
THEIR POV - THE PRISONERS
CAMERA PANS from one prisoner to the next HOLDING
momentarily on each.
BACK TO PREVIOUS SHOT
Gordon ENTERS FRAME.
GORDON
The arraignments are taking
about five minutes each.
There is no chance that
Morgan will be arraigned
before tomorrow morning.
What?

LOIS
Can I see him?

GORDON
They haven't been able to
set up any visiting
arrangements.
ELLIS
What more can we do?
GORDON
The bail is being set at
between $50,000 to $100,000,
which is impossible for
most people. Our best chance
is to somehow get him out
before the arraignment.
If
not, then we'll have to take
our chances with the judge.
It might be a blessing that
he was not arraigned today.
Ferarro's a bear, maybe there
will be someone different
tomorrow.
I left my card as
his 1 c.wcreP ::;n tha+-v thev.... 'll call
-l.A.

._}

:r-

---

'
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GORDON(cont.)
me if there should be any
change of schedule. But in
the meantime, do you know
anyone in the'D.A.'s office?
ELLIS AND LOIS(ad lib)
No.
No.
GORDON
I'll check my connections
though I'm not much in favor
there.
INT.

RECTORY PARLOR

NIGHT

Monsignor is watching the riot news on TV.
TV NEWSFILM - DETROIT RIOT, JULY 25, 1967

(STOCK)

A review of the day's events are being shown: integrated
looting, 1800 federal troops on the East side, the
National Guard federalized and on the street on the West
side of the city.
An earlier calm during the early
afternoon has been broken up by increased burning and
sniping as evening drew on.
The death toll is now in
the 30's, and over three thousand have been arrested.
Ellis ENTERS FRAME and pauses to watch TV for a moment.
MONSIGNOR
Do you think the Blessed
Sacrament is safe?
ELLIS
I think so ... I've not heard
any stories of churches being
harmed.
Ellis waits for a moment before continuing.
ELLIS
(continuing)
Monsignor, we haven't been
able to get Morgan released
... we tried every thing we
knew ... ~e s being held at
the For~ .1ayne Induction
Center .. jails are all full ...
1
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INT.

GRANT'S LIVING ROOM

NIGHT

CAMERA HOLDS on TV as it presents late night news about the
riot.
TV NEWSFILM

DETROIT RIOT, JULY 26, 1967 (STOCK)

CAMERA .then PULLS BACK to show Lois watching TV alone,
She is wearing a.nightgown. The PHONE RINGS. Lois jumps.
ANGLE WIDENS to include telephone.
It RINGS again. Lois
gets up and answers it.
LOIS
Hello.
VOICE OF ELLIS(o.s.-filtered)
Lois, this is Ray ... I've got
good news for you. Morgan
will be released this morning.
We can pick him up at the
Induction Center at 9 o'clock.
Tears begin to come down Lois' face.

She SNIFFLES,

LOIS
... How?

Im.
CU

RECTORY PARLOR
ELLIS ON PHONE
ELLIS
Monsignor did it. He knows
the Deputy Mayor ... it's all
arranged. He's to be released
into Monsignor's custody.
We'll pick you up about
eight.
Okay? Try to get
some sleep. Good night.

Ellis hangs up the phone. ANGLE WIDENS to include
Monsignor who is standing nearby in pajamas and robe.
ELLIS
Thanks, Monsignor.
MONSIGNOR
I could be of more help around
here ... if you'd let me.
I'm not against you, Father .
... Most of the things we want
are the same.

NIGHT
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INT.

ELLIS' BEDROOM

NIGHT

Ellis is in bed, awake. The window is open. SIRENS are
HEARD occasionally. A SHOT, loud, reverberates about the
buildings. After a pause, there is another SHOT. Ellis
slips from his bed and moves toward the window. A third
SHOT is HEARD. Ellis peeks out a corner of the window.
CU

ELLIS

ELLIS' POV - STREET BEHIND RECTORY
EXT.

STATLER STREET

NIGHT

The street is completely deserted. The apartments are all
dark. An old Sherman tank ENTERS FRAME, followed by two
unmarked army cars. They move toward an apartment building
at the end of the dead-end street. There they stop and a
bright searchlight is focused on the building. Two
NATIONAL GUARDSMEN and two POLICEMEN exit each car and
crouch behind the tank. With a gesture from the
commanding officer, two pairs of officers enter the
building with weapons ready.
DISSOLVE TO
SAME SCENE - LATER
The people from the building, ten adults and about the
same number of children, all black, are lined up against
the building while being searched. The search completed,
they are allowed back inside, and the military return to
their cars. These cars and the tank then EXIT FRAME.
BACK TO ELLIS
Ellis slips back into bed.
EXT.

There is a SIREN in the b.g.

RECTORY

DAY

A large black limousine ENTERS FRAME driven by a CHAFFEUR.
In the back seat is Fisher. It comes to a stop in front
of the rectory, and the chaffeur gets out and opens the
door for his boss, who advances to the rectory door,
INT.

RECTORY-ELLIS' OFFICE

DAY

Fisher is entering the office, Ellis wearing a suit and
clerical collar is behind him.
FISHER
... don't worry, this will
.only take a minute.

The two men take seats facing one another.
FISHER
(continuing)
Are you satisfied?
ELLIS
About what?
FISHER
Could it have turned out any
differently: the burning,
the killing?
(pause)
You really don't understand
do you?
ELLIS
I hate to hurry you ... but I
really cannot be late.
FISHER
You think you're so different
from Malachi X, but the
effect is the same.
You tempt and tease the
negro into believing he's
equal, that the white man
owes him something. You
frustrate him until he
reaches out and takes what
he is not able to earn.
ELLIS
I really do not have time
to argue ...
FISHER
Who do you think the people
are who are looting and
burning? Do you really think
that the people of this
church are not involved?
No, you did not strike any
matches, and you did not break
any windows ... but what you did
and said here has been
inflammatory ... it has fanned
the flames.
I though that
I would never leave ... and
now I have been frightened out
... my home, my church.
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FISHER(cont.)
I do not see you as an evil
man. You may have the best
of intentions, but you live
in a dream world.
The
consequences of your actions
are all around you and you
cannot see them.
Think about what was here
when you came and what is
here now.
Someday you'll be gone ...
and I'll be back.
Ellis is stunned and silent.
FISHER
(continuing)
I've had my say.
Fisher rises to go and Ellis remains seated. Fisher
looks back at the door, and then lets himself out. After
a few moments more, Monsignor appears at the door. He also
has a black clerical suit on with clerical collar trimmed
in red.
MONSIGNOR
Father, we had better be
going.
Ellis looks up, and replies absent-mindedly.
ELLIS
Oh ... yes ... would you mind
going without me.
Something
important has come up.
Lois
knows the way and Mr. Gordon
will meet you there ...
EXT.

RECTORY

DAY

Monsignor comes out the front door and gets into his car,
backs it out of the driveway and drives OUT OF FRAME.
INT.

RECTORY-BASEMENT MEETING ROOM

DAY

In the center of the room is the large model of
Ceciliaville. Ellis enters the room and moves about the
table looking at the model.
CAMERA TRUCKS with him. He
then sits down and reaches out and fondles the model of the
church building. He passes his fingers over some of the

p

•
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other buildings, pauses then brings his fist down hard on
the model.
CU

ELLIS' FIST

One of the balsam buildings splinters under Ellis' blow.
EXT.
CU

· RIOT AREA-TELEVISION STORE

DAY

DEBRIS

CAMERA PULLS BACK to show Ellis watching as FIREMEN with
their truck in f.g. douse the still smouldering fire.
The
interior of the store has been gutted. Two or three black
spectators are also present.
DISSOLVE TO
EXT.
CU

RIOT AREA-SHOE STORE

DAY

SIGN ON BROKEN WINDOW

The sign carries the scribbled message> Soul Brother.
CAMERA PULLS BACK to show entire store with Ellis looking
inside. A shoe or two are strewn about, but the entire
store has been looted and the shoe stacks overturned.
The store is filthy with dust and debris. Smoke is visible
blowing across the scene.
DISSOLVE TO
EXT.

RIOT AREA-CLOTHING STORE

DAY

CAMERA TRUCKS with Ellis as he walks slowly pass. Huge
plate glass windows are broken and white mannequins,
stripped of their clothes, are lying both in the windows
and on the sidewalk.
Beyond the display cases the$ore
is dark.
DISSOLVE TO
EXT.

RIOT AREA-HARDWARE STORE

DAY

This is the store where Morgan was arrested. The store has
been totally looted but not burned.
A lone black WORKMAN
shovels the piles of debris from the store into the street.
Ellis ENTERS FRAME, pauses to watch the man at work, and
then EXITS FRAME.
DISSOLVE TO
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EXT.

LIVERNOIS STREET

DAY

St. Cecilia's is visible in the f.g.
In the b.g. Ellis is
making his way down the street toward the camera. A couple
of apartments from the church, he is stopped by LISA CLARK,
a five year old black girl playing on the sidewalk.
She
has a glass jar half filled with sand and she is shaking it
for Ellis to see. Ellis pauses there looking a few seconds,
and then continues to the church.
ANOTHER ANGLE - CHURCH DOORS
On the church door is a large sign advertising:
CECILIAVILLE MUSIC FESTIVAL, Livernois and Statler Streets,
July 27-29, 7:30P.M., Admission Free, EVeryone Welcome.
There is a second small note tacked to the door. Ellis
stops to read it.
CU

NOTE ON DOOR

Written in a steady feminine script: To All Our Friends,
Our wedding at this church on Friday,Ju~2-r;-must be
postponed because-Gf this riot. We hope that you will be
able to celebrate with us when a new date----rs-set. Love,The note is signed~liTeTh"Omas~nd in another hand,
masculine, Mike Williams.
BACK TO ELLIS
Ellis takes his hand from the note, and then looks over at
the Music Festival poster. He tears it from the door and
lets it drop to the ground as he enters the church.
CAMERA DOLIES IN AND HOLDS ON the discarded poster, then it
is blown OUT OF FRAME.
INT.

ST. CECILIA CHURCH

DAY

Ellis genuflects with great effort and sits in the front
pew.
CU

ELLIS

He slumps in the pew. Tears are in his eyes. CAMERA HOLDS
then PULLS BACK to reveal the entire empty church, then
HOLDS.
INT.
CU

RECTORY - ELLIS' OFFICE
LETTER IN TYPEWRITER

DAY
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A letter has been partially typed:
His Eminence John Cardinal Conway
ArChbishop of~roit
1355 Barry street
Detroit, Michigan
Dear Cardinal,
The keys form the letters.

We HEAR the KEYS strike.

With this letter I wish to resign my
pastorate at St. cecilia's Chur~conditioned upon
CU

ELLIS' FACE

He is sad as he continues to type.
INT.

We HEAR the KEYS.

ST. CECILIA'S CHURCH

DAY

FULL SHOT - FROM THE CHOIR
The church is packed. Ellis, in Mass vestments, is in the
pulpit. He speaks slowly, with feeling, and pauses
frequently.
ELLIS
On the grounds of Sacred
Heart Seminary, there is a
magnificent statue of the
Sacred Heart. And during
the recent ... disturbance,
someone ... I don't know with
what motivation ... painted
the hands black ... and
painted the face ... black
... and painted the feet
... black. The clothes
remain white, but everything
which is skin is black.
I hope they never change
it, I hope it stays just the
way that it is, for it is
true ... Jesus is what his
body is, and we are the Body
of Christ. And so Jesus is
black ... and Jesus is red ...
and Jesus is yellow ... and
Jesus is white.
ANGLE ON JORDANS
Bill Jordan is sitting with his wife and three children.
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VOICE OF ELLIS(o.s.)
I see Bill and Betty Jordan here
. .. their hardware store was
looted ... everything in it.·~
He put up a sign on his store,
"Soul Brother 11 • • • and I saw
the same words on so many
stores, ~' Sou.l Brother''.
ANGLE ON ELLIS
ELLIS
(continuing)
I wonder if they realize
what they were saying. For
that is what we are, soul
brothers. We are not skin
brothers (claps hands),
we do not have the same
color skin ... we are soul
brothers and sisters ...
because we have the same
Soul Brother, who is Jesus,
and the same Father, who is
God.
ANGLE ON AUDIENCE
VOICE OF ELLIS(o.s.)
(continuing)
I watched the turmoil of the
recent days ... and I felt that
I was witnessing the collapse
of all civilization ... I saw
buildings being burned ... and
frenzied looters ... and sniping
... and army tanks.
It was
very depressing for me.
And I went down to look at the
burned out buildings on Grand
River and the looted stores on
Livernois ...
ANGLE CN ELLIS
ELLIS
(continuing)
And on the way home, little
Lisa Clark, there (points)
... stop:ped rne .. .
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ANGLE ON LISA AND HER FAMILY
Lisa perks up at hearing her name, and looks proudly and
embarassedly at her mother and three brothers in the pew
with her.
VOICE OF ELLIS(o.s.)
(continuing)
She was outside playing.
And she had a glass jar
... about half filled with
sand, and a number of large
ants. She shook the jar
so that the ants were buried,
and as we watched them
struggle, she aaid, "Look
at that, they always make it
back to the top."
CU

ELLIS
ELLIS
(continuing)
And that thought stayed
with me, when I came into
church ... very discouraged
... and prayed. I thought
I had been seeing destruction
and hatred and burning ...
but then I realized that
what I had really been
seeing was a determination
not to be buried under it
... I saw people putting out
fires, and cleaning up
buildings, and preparing to
start again.

ANOTHER ANGLE - ELLIS
ELLIS
(continuing)
With these thoughts in mind,
I wrote a letter which
the Cardinal has asked
from me.
It was a letter
of resignation as pastor
of this parish.
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ANGLE ON AUDIENCE
There are many worried looks.
VOICE OF ELLIS(o.s.)
(continuing)
It was the most difficult
thing I have ever done ...
because I love you ... all
the people of Ceciliaville.
But I've come to realize
•.. and now more than ever
... that black people must
be led by black leaders
in their struggle for
justice in our society ...
men like Malcolm X, and
Martin Luther King.
I do not mean that
races should be separate,
but at this particular
time in black history,
black leadership is
necessary ...
ANGLE ON ELLIS
ELLIS
My resignation to the
Cardinal I made conditional
upon one thing ... that I
be replaced by a black
priest ... but until that
happens I shall continue
to serve here with all
the energy and happiness
I have.
ANGLE ON MORGAN, LOIS, MORGAN JR.
VOICE OF ELLIS(o.s.)
(continuing)
Our Music Festival ... which
was to have been this weekend
... had to be cancelled.
But it is more important
than ever that we show now
our love and our togetherness.
In order to tackle the tasks
at hand ... immediate ones of
homes and food for
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VOICE OF ELLIS(cont.)
those uprooted by the disturbance
... and.more long range goals of
rebuilding Ceciliaville, we must
be a community of vitality and
spirit.
ANGLE ON ELLIS
ELLIS
(continuing)
We will indicate that by having
our festival next weekend, and
with greater joy and caring
than would have been possible
if these last terrible days
had not taken place.
When we began today's servi~e
there was no singing. Morgan
said that the hurt of so many
people was too deep to sing.
And the hurt is there ... but
because it is there, let us
now stand and sing ... to acknowledge
God's loving presence and
strength, and to express our
care for one another.
The ORGAN begins to play, and Morgan replaces Ellis in the
pulpit. The people stand, and the participation, tenuous
at first, builds until it is enough to take the roof off.
During the singing, the CAMERA PULLS BACK slowly.
r-TORGAN
Holy, Holy Lord; Holy is the
Lord of hosts!
PEOPLE
Holy, Holy Lord; Holy is the
Lord of hosts!
MORGAN
He is taller than the mountains.
He is wider than the oceans.
He is deeper than the depths,
And there is none like Him.
PEOPLE
Holy, Holy Lord; Holy is the
Lord of hosts!
FADE OUT

